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I.C. student allegedly raped 
By Karen Powers 
On September 30,1986. at.ap-
proximately 7:50pm, an Ithaca . 
College co-ed was allegedly 
raped on the Ithaca College cam-
pus. The co-ed described her 
alleged assailant as a black 
male, 20 years of age, approx-
imately s feet II inches tall, 190 
pounds, with a husky build. The 
· alleged rape is still under in-
vestigation by the Tompkins 
County Sheriff's Department and 
~thaca College Security Division 
Investigators. 
In addition to the recent crime 
wave, on Friday, September 
26th, a man forced open the rear 
door of an apartment on the 
600-block of East Seneca Street, 
according to the Ithaca Police 
Department. When the intruder 
was discovered by a female 
resident of the apartment. the 
man fled with unidentified items. 
The woman described the in-
truder as a "black male in his 
early twenties, about 5 feet 
eleven inches tall, with a 
medium build," according to 
police. 
On Monday, September 29th, 
a man matching the description 
'87 commencement 
speaker announced 
By Hhaca College Public Company. She was recently 
of the suspect sought in the 
wave of crimes in the Ithaca 
community, was spotted at the 
Ithaca COiiege library. The sub-
ject reportedly grabbed a female 
by the arm and made lewd sex-
ual remarks to her at about 
1:00pm. The assailant was 
described as "a black male in 
his early twenties, between s 
feet 7 inches and s feet 8 inches 
tall, with short hair, no facial hair, 
and a pink mark on his upper 
lip." 
According to the Ithaca Police 
"A computer-generated com-
posite of the man seen at lt_haca_ 
COiiege vaguely matches the 
one issued by police last week." 
The Ithaca Police say that one 
man may be responsible for as 
many as 6 of the local crimes. 
.Crimes that have been terroriz-
ing the Ithaca community in the 
past 2 weeks include a rape of 
a female Cornell student·at her 
off-campus apartment, the rob-
bery at gunpoint of a male Cor-
nell student, a· female Cornell 
student attacked by the suspen-
sion bridge and the alleged rape 
of an Ithaca College student on 
t~e. lth~a campus. 
Information elected to the company's Board . . .... _.. _ 
Ithaca, NY -- uithleen Black, ~~~~:~!0~~po%:~tir~~0 :~~ How· _ ...... ~t H./"· N' ·wt:·~·,-· 
publisher of the nationally its history. She joined USA To-
distributed daily newspaper day in 198.3 as president and was --v w· N. 
USA- Today, will deliver _t~e=-. also.named a member of,tt~e-· fk?, ---- · -- .- ·O· · .- -·- :_ 
keynote address at Ithaca Col-· Gannett Management Comrmt- • _ . .s.:· · 
lege·s 92nd Commencement tee, which oversees corporate 
next spring, .. the· College an- operations. 
nounced -today. The Gann~tt Company is a na-
Black will also receiv~ an 1ionwide information company 
honorary Doctor of Humane Let- that publishes 91 daily 
ters degree at the graduation newspapers, · 40 non-daily · 
ceremonies on May 17, 1987. newspapers, and USA 
"I am especially delighted to Weekend, a newspaper supple-
have someone with cathleen ment ·that appears in 267 
Black's credentials as our com- newspapers. Gannett also 
, mencement speaker," said operates eight television stations -
senior class president David H. and 15 radio stations, owns the 
Lissy. "Her impressive ac- largest outdoor advertising com-
complishments in the publishing pany in North America, as well 
field and important contributions as a national.group of commer-
to society off er a model to our cial printing facilities; and is in-
class of what can be achieved ' volved in marketing, television 
by a young, able, and dedicated news production, research, and 
professional." · satellite information systems. 
1n . addition to serving as The company has operatjons in 
publisher of USA Today, Black 36 states, Guam, the Virgin 
is executive vice presi- Islands, canada, and Singapore. 
dent/marketing of the Gannett see Graduation page 3 
A protestor of WHCU radio programming voiced her opinion last Satur-
day on The Commons. The station is changing from FM to AM and 
'its wattage from 52,000to 5,000. ln addition, the programming is being 
cut from 31.5 to 15 hours weekly. 
Facts about AIDS stressed 
By Karen Powers 
Although AIDS (Acquired Im-
mune Deficiency Syndrome) re-
mains in the news, public con-
fusion continues to be 
widespread regarding how the 
disease is comnJunicated and 
what precautions can be taken 
. to eliminate or reduce the risk of 
contracting AIDS. The New York 
State Health Department has 
begun a comprehensive 
statewide educational program 
· to help students get the facts on 
AIDS. 
Acoorcfing to a booklet recent- , 
ly publishe4 by the· New York 
state:., pepartment of Health 
(NYSDH) entitled" AIDS:100 
Questions and Ai)swe~;,·, the 
complete definition .tor NOS is· 
as follows:" AIDS is a disease 
complex characterized by a col-
lapse of the body's natural im-
munities against disease." 
, Because of the failure of this im-
. mune system, patients with 
• AIDS are vulnerable to one or 
more unusual infections or 
cancers that usually do not pose 
a threat to anyone whose im-
mune system is working 
normally. 
The most commonly asked 
questions concerning AIDS are 
how contagious is the disease 
and how exactly is it transmit-
ted? According to NYSOH, unlike 
most transmissible ·diseases 
(colds, flu, measles, .etc.) "AIDS , 
is not transmitted duough sneez- / 
Ing, coughing, eating or drinking 
from oommon utensils, or mere-
ly being. around an infected 
· person." nie NYSDH stresses 
the fact thaf "no cases have 
been found where AIDS has 
been transmitted through casual 
(non-sexual) contact to a 
household member, relative. co-
worker, or friend." AIDS is not 
an easily transmissible disease. 
"All evidence indicates that 
AIDS is spread through sexual 
contact, needle sharing or less 
commonly through transfusions 
of blood or blood components 
before blood supply protections 
were initiated. Direct blood-to-
blood or· semen-to-blood contact 
appears necessary to transmit 
AIDS." Also stressed by the,. 
NYSDH is the fact there is not a 
· single case of AIDS that is 
known or suspected of having 
been transmitted by kissing. 
Although ~t AIDS vi~ 
are either horn~~ or bisex-
ual men (65%), there is a.startl-
ing amount of hetersexuals that 
have contacted the disease 
through the use of needles (17%). 
Also 1% of AIDS victims are 
women, and one per cent are 
children who apparently ac-
guired· AIDS prior to or during 
birth from infected mothers. 
Most women who develop AIDS 
have a history of IV drug abuse, 
and presumably contracted the 
virus through sharing of needles. 
There are only a few known 
cases where AIDS has been 
· transmitted from women to 
men, and these cases are still 
under investigation. 
Through · their _ statewide 
educational program, the 
NYSDA is attempting to dispell 
see AIDS page 4 
Personal Sfifety Tips 
Do not hitchhike 
Do not walk alone on the cam-
pus at night. 
Walk only In heavily traveled 
lighted areas 
Keep your room door locked at 
all times. 
Do not prop open residence 
hall exit doors 
Do not walk on the service 
road-take the shuttle 
Report all suspicious Incidents 
and persons to the Office of 
Safety and Security (277-2444) 
Use caution and good sense in 
dealing with any. stranger. 
Do not Jog after dark. 
WHCU's 
listeners 
anQered 
By Carol CampbeU 
l,. _T"; •• • 
"It's not just about music, it's 
about culture-a culture that's be-
ing denied and pushed to the 
side," shouted one young 
woman as she protested the 
changes at radio station WHCU-
FM. 
Last Saturday, Sept. 27, a ral-
ly was held on the commons to 
protest programming changes of 
Nightsounds, an FM radio pro-
gram. The program, established 
in 1974 by Cornell University, is 
an outlet for the Black and 
Hispanic Community in Central 
New York. Its purpose was to 
reach Black and Hispanics both 
musically and on third world 
ts.sues as well as provide cultural 
diversity to the community at 
large. 
With the selling of the station, 
many changes have been im-
plemented by owner and 
general manager Kenneth 
Cowan. The changes call for a 
wattage decrease of 52,000 
watts in stereo to s.ooo watts in 
mono, making programming AM 
and deleting third world news. 
The decrease in wattage also 
means a decrease in the listen-
ing area. Nightsounds would no 
longer be able to reach beyond 
the Ithaca area to other places in 
the Central New York vicinity 
and parts of Northern 
Pennsylvania. , 
Other changes have included 
listening hours. Programming 
has been cut from 31 and l/2 
hours weekly to 15 hours week-
ly and Staff members from four 
to two, allowing no room for 
those who want to work part . 
time. There also has been a cut 
in the training positions opened 
for' minorities interested in 
broadcasting. Now only one 
see WHCU page 4 
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Seminar on sexuality 
plus communication 
By Jim Croteau and Mary Rape Education Committee are There are many reasons why 
O'Leary WIiey presenting a dramatization and direct ·and clear communication 
Direct, clear, assertive com-
munication in the area of sexuali-
ty is difficult. Often it feels em-
barassing and scary. It can be 
very difficult to assertively state 
what you don't or do want con-
. ceming sex. It is also quite 
threatening and scary to hear 
"no" in response to a sexual in-
vitation. Theatre Cornell, the 
Ithaca College Counseling 
Center, and the Student Affairs 
discussion dealing with relation- about sex is so difficult for most 
ships, sexuality, and com-
munication on Tuesday, Oc-
tober 7, 1986 at 7:30 p.m. in. 
Ithaca College's Muller Chapel. 
The program is highly involving 
and it promises to be an in-
. teresting evening for students. 
This progi;,am has received na-
tional atteif tion,and parts will ap-
pear on network television pro-
grams on acquaintance rape. 
people. Sex can involve a high 
degree of vulnerability and in-
timacy and as such feels risky. 
There are also [J_l1lf1Y me~~es · 
presented' to us all that make 
clear communication even more 
difficult. Think of all the implicit 
and explicit messages we have 
received from parents, older 
peeis, television, and magazines 
that say: Sex is something you 
don't discuss. 
Students arrested -
It's not surprising, then, that 
direct and o~n communication 
exacerbates the confusion and 
anxiety we all feel. Failing to 
communicate results in hurt feel-
ings, misunderstandings, and 
difficulties in the relationship. 
Further, many experts see the 
lack of assertiveness and open 
communication as one of the 
things that may lead to acquain-
By Jackie Szablewski 
Seven Ithaca College students 
were charged with second 
degree criminal possession of 
stolen property in connection 
. with incidents reported in May of 
1986 at three area golf courses, 
according to a news release 
issued by the Tompkins Coun-
ty District Attorney's Office. 
September 16th. , 
East Tower residents, Jeffrey 
Bromfeld, 19, OUistopher catrini, 
19, Paul Greenstone, 19, Samuel 
Karp, 18, and Jeffrey Pancer, 19, 
along with Hudson Heights 
residents Scott D. Calica, 19, and 
Andrew Steinberg, 20, were 
charged with the Class E felony 
after a ballwasher used at the 
golf courses was seen on a patio 
outside of a Hudson Heights 
Apartment by Ithaca College 
safety and security Division. 
Following further investigation, 
' ~ 
nearly $2,000 worth of property 
(the specifics have not been 
disclosed), reported stolen from 
Cornell University, Newman and 
the Hillendale golf courses, was 
recovered after a safety and 
Security Departmental effort. 
The seven men were releas-
ed on conditions of their own 
recognil.ance pending grand jury 
action, after appearing before 
Town Justice Merten Wallen-
back. In view of case pro-
. ceedings Safety and security, 
the men charged, and the 
District Attorney's Office declin-
ed further comment. 
WEIGHT 
Lose 10-19 po,uublmonth 
Sll/dy, co,nfon.bly & lnupensi11~/y 
. . . 
Loolc Gtmt for Spring! 
Harblll Weight Management 
• 7M17S 
tance rape. · 
Assertiveness and clear com-
munication about sexuality is dif-
ficult but wh~n both partners 
practice such communication, 
there are many benefits. It can 
decrease uncertainty and trying 
to gue$5 what your ·partner 
wants in relation to sex. It can 
give a sense of being in control 
of what is happening or will hap-
pen to you. It can end hurt feel-
ings caused by misunderstan-
• dings. It can be relieving and ex-
citing to talk openly about what 
you so often withhold. Finally, it 
can prevent you from being in-
volved in an acquaintance rape 
situation. 
-.. ~- .. 
.. - ., - ~ -
Fi re in· Terr-a.c·e 4. 
A small fire which was quick-
ly extinguished in Terrace Four 
on Tuesday resulted in heavy 
water damage t() both rug.s and 
ceiling on all three floors on the 
B-side. 
According to Lou Withian, 
Director of Safety and security, 
the fire started because a fan in 
the third floor storage room 
caught fire after it had been run-
ning for an undetermined 
amount of time. 
The protective plastic covering 
also caught on fire and dropped 
onto some rag.s or towels that 
were on th~ floor. 
The small fire produced 
enough heat to trip the sprinkler 
system, which continued spray-
ing after the fire had been ex-
tinguished. The result was rug 
damage to the third-floor alcove 
and ceiling damage on the first 
and second floor. 
The incident is still under 
investigation. 
Attention seniors 
By r.,lch~lle Nolan 
Seniors please make sure that 
your off-campus address and 
telephone nwnber are filed with 
the information desk in the new 
Egbert Union. Th~ll make it 
easier for you to ~~ive your 
Senior Discount card and the 
· first Senior Class Newsletter. 
The discount card is sponsored 
by local merchants who would 
like to thank you for your 
patronage. A list of all services 
and discounts offered to you will 
be distributed in the very near 
future. 
We have a lot of fun events 
planned throughout the year. 
However, your suggestions will 
always be welcomed. Please 
submit your ideas to the Student 
Government Office in the Senior 
Class mailbox or see one of the 
senior Class Officers. Also, any 
Senior that would like to become. 
more involved please leave · 
your name telephone number in 
the senior Class mailbox. We 
will be in touch. 
Keep November 14th open for 
the annual 200 days party at the 
North Forty: 
~--:~ •. ~~
Wednesday Nights 
-SIMEONS 
. • ' {11. 
I ' ., I 
l " I 
,.._.~.;, - L 
~w~ 
ON THE COMMONS 
presents 
The Return of 
STOLi-BECKS 
beginning at 10pm 
, .. 
Sigma Chi Derby Days 
c 
WINE BAR 
One of America's Most Chamzing Restaurants 
Nationally-Known for 
PRIME RIBS • -STEAKS • FRESH SEAFOOD • PASTA 
Locally-raised HAM, LAMB, DUCK & CHICKEN 
All dinners include 
SHRIMP, SOUP, SALAD & NY ST ATE CHEESE BAR 
New York State Dining 
:Pest of Regional Wines 
by the Bottle or Glass 
DINNERS & Cocktails 5 to 10 pm Daily 
2 to 10 pm Sundays 
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH 
1'1 am to 2 pm Sundays 
_ Just 5 minutes from downtown Ithaca 
on Route 13 South (Elmira Road) 
Call (607) 272-6484 
SENIORS: ReseNations for Graduation Weekend 
must be made by mail. Send requests to 
ReseNations Manager, TURBACK'S OF ITHACA 
919 Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 
I 
pr~sents , 
Fri Oct 3 
8 p.m. 
All Ages 
No Alcohol 
Tickets $9.00 
$10 Day of Show 
Awallable 
IC EGBERT UNION 
REBOP RECORDS 
STATE THEATER 
ITHACA GUITAR WORKS 
StlJte Theatre 
.1 109- W. State 
C~ll)!'73-'76'7·'7 for details. 
. . ' 
MiHt811t Jew aggravates 
moderates at Cornell 
By Kris Wend tion claims that groups such as 
the KKK. Jodays Nazis, the PLO 
"Dark clouds are coming for and opposition leaders such as 
• American Jews·· were the first Lyndon Larouche and Ferakow 
' words spoken by Morderai Levi, must be met with violence in 
the Jewish Activist-Militant who order to stop the dangerous 
addre~d a large audience at ideas that they spread ideas of 
COmell University on Sunday anti-semiti, sm. 
1 
night. Said Levi, "Violence is not a 
Hundreds of people turned out good thing but it is sometimes a 
to hear Mr. Levi, the President of necessary thing; it's time to act. 
the Jewish Defense Organization Passivism is not Judaism, tum-
(JDO), speak to the issue of anti- ing the other cheek only gets 
sematism and the support of you hit by the other fist." 
violence in defense of Judaism. Levi blamed apathy for many 
Mr. Levi began by explaining of the problems which face Jews 
that anti-semitism is as real a today and commended black 
threat today as it ever was, and youth for the strong stance 
maybe even more of a threat to- which they take against pre-
day, because KKK and neo-Nazi judice. "The greatesl problems 
leaders are running for state for Jews today is that they don't 
primaries in Michigan and even know that they are Jews. 
califomia, not just in the south. Today's Jewish youth are 
and winning. apathetic about the issues. We 
The Jewish I)ef ense Organiza- have to blame our own people 
·--------------------------1 THE PIZZA OVEN I 
I OF CENTER ITHACA . I 
I '\.¼-c='=--l'Jf, PRESENTS _ .. ,. ' PifiA '' (· I 
I ; ':-:.'__ ·O\"EN ': .- ._-· I I ,. --- ·-· I 
I CENTER ITHACA"S CENTER ITIIACA"SI I ATRIUM CAFE. ATRIUM CAFE .• 
I FREE SAMPLES OF OUR 1 
I NEW SOFT-SERVE I' 
I LOW FAT FROZEN YOGURT I 
I I 
I I I THIS COUPON VALID THRU 1019/86 I 
~-----~-------------------~ 
for not helping; at least blacks 
march and protest; is it possible 
that Jews don't give a damn 
about Jewish suff ertng?'' 
Levi went on to criticize 
passive Jewish leaders and 
warned Cornell's JewiSh 
Organizations that "You'd better 
learn from the black groups who 
built shanty towns to protest 
when their people were being 
killed in South Africa; they know 
how to fight. You don't see any 
mock jails being built I for the 
thousands of Soviet Jews who 
are being arrested for teaching 
Hebrew. There are no human 
rights adivists fighting for the 
Jews who want to leave 
Russia." 
Levi's group, which advocates 
gun training and confronting 
KKK, Nazi, and PLO members in 
the street, supports violence as 
a defense and claims that killing 
in self-defense iS not murder. 
Stated Levi. "If a Nazi starts to 
win elections. then to not 
assassinate him would be the 
most immoral course possible. 
Nazis have no right to walk, to 
talk, to live. If someone had 
assassinated Hitler in the J920's, 
a lot inore Jews would be alive 
today. Passivism in the face of 
genocide is murder." 
Levi met with great resistance 
from the Cornell Community. 
After his lecture was over, a_ 
discussion period was opened 
and Levi was reproached by 
many students who criticized 
him for being as extreme as the 
Nazis themselves. 
A representative from the Stu-
r,. 
:Gf 
dent Struggle for Oppressed 
Jewry told Levi that writing let-
ters to Congress. lobbying, and 
holding vigils have been things 
that work for oppressed Jews 
without oppressing others, and 
added that "Jewish groups will 
· oppose you as long as you sup-
port violence and genocide." 
Despite all of the criticism. 
USA Today: 
THE_ ITHACAN 3 
Levi maintained the stand that 
"there is not a lar~e enough 
decrease in anti- semhtism. We 
don't want sympathy, we want 
respect. ff we're not for 
ourselves, no one will be for us. 
We intend to change the think-
ing of Jews. We have to learn a 
lesson from history or we are : 
doomed to repeat its mistakes." 
Gra·duation '87 
froiiipage 1 · and Ad Woman of the Year by 
Before joining Gannett, Black Adweek magazine. and she 
was publisher of New York received the Matrix Award, 
magazine. At the time of her ap-
pointment in 19n, she was the 
first women ever to be named 
publisher of a weekly consumer 
magazine. She previously serv-
ed as associate publisher and 
advertising manager at Ms. 
magazine, and before that as a 
member of the advertising sales 
staffs of New York, Travel and 
Leisure, and Holiday 
magazines. 
Black has won numerous · 
awards during her publiShing 
career. She was selected 
Outstanding Newspaper Ex-
ecutive by the Gall~er Report 
presented annually to outstan-
ding women in the field of com· 
munications, and the NOW Legal 
Defense Education Fund Award. 
given annually to four women 
who have made impressive 
strides in the corporate world. 
A native of the Chicago area. 
Black graduated from Trinity 
College in Washington, DC, 
where she is now a member of 
the Board of Trustees. She is 
also on the boards of the Univer-
sity of Maryland's College of 
Journalism, Georgetown Univer-
sity's School of Foreign Service, 
and the J\dvertising council. 
FANTASTIC.BUYS AT .CORNING OUTLET STORE, CENTER JTHACA 
Deluxe Kodak 
8000 Disc 
Camera 
I ... "' l,:',S •'' 
..., 2 rolls of free f,irri' 
Came\ 
Parka 
reg.$ 170.00 
now$6Q.QQ 
Crown Corning 
Coolers· 
reg. $35.00 
now$2J.8Q 
Chameleon 
Sunglasses 
Carry-On 
Bag \. .. 
reg. $40.00 
~wS 19.99 . 
Commando 
Sweater 
reg. $35 00 
,o~~ 
reg.$ I 2.00-$ 18 00 
starting at $ I . 4 9 
The little Blue Flower & A Whole Lot More! 
DaVinci 
Wine Glasses 
reg.$ :g_oo 
now 
$ I 0. 95 
reg.$ I 5.00 
now$4. 99 
2/$9.00 
selec:~~. ;f l~~eenc~ 
favorite cookware ____ ) 
@l§~. ~,= .---P-yr_e_x_111 
Visions juice jugs 
reg '13.40 
now 99¢ 
The C6rnin Outlet Store Center Ithaca 
\ 277-3227-
~. 
·, 
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f Orme-r I.C. Students win 
~ .. ... ... . . w0.~r~ ~~ J986~ ~ - . " -,-
first plac_e in film contest 
By Jerilyn Veldof Austin working as directer and rare for student ftlms to have. so upon Ithaca OJllege. 'This award 
co-writer, Tropiano (producer . it didn't really matter if the placed ow film department on 
'We didn't feel it was going to and co-writer) who was also · editing and cinematography the national map cl!ld shows we 
be a winner: said Steve Tro- directer of the picture said, 'We were letter perfect.' Gm compete against the very 
piano '84. But it was. You may honestly didn't feel we had won The film, Insel, along with the · best in the country,' says Tom 
have heard of the film that took· first place, we thought maybe other film which placed in the Bohn. d~an. of the School of 
Steve and another I.C. student, we had won third or fowth. • FOCUS awards contest, is now 0Jmmumcat1ons. 
Steve Austin '85, to Hollywood But they did feel the script was on tour throughout the country at 
and fame this past summer. good. In fact, the whole shoot art festivals and colleges. If you were unable to see In-
Steven Speilberg has heard of it, went well: 18 days in the sum- The acclaim centered on sel laSt year you will have 
as well as MGM, 20th Century mer of '84 on location in cape Austin (currently in San Diego another chance sometime this 
Fox. and a countiess number of Porpoise Harbor and on board a training to be a communications year. Keep your eyes open and 
other talent agencies and impor- Coast Guard cutter,with about 4 officer on U.S. Navy ships) and read the bulletin boards for the 
tant figures in cinema. The film or 5 people from 1.c. and some Tropiano (cwrently a resident time and place of the next 
is called Insel. drama grads and semi- coordinator~ 1.g~as ~ fallen screening. 
I~lwonfir~tplaceinthenar- pr~fessional aqors from the ·BACCHU-S sponsors 
rative filmmaking catagory of the Mame area where they filmed. · . 
FOCUS (Films of OJllege and 'This was the biggest production - _ _ ___ --- • • 
University ~tudents). ~wards _w~'d ever been invol~ed in, and COJn' •es· •o" n tr IV I a 
contest. ThLS contest aims to thJS was our production.' ll ~ __ 
recognize excellence in college- Two years after making the The Alcohol Education Com- . I. Th~t type of drug is alcohol? 
level film training, although ac- movie, Austin and Tropiano mittee/BACCHUS organization (a) S)imulant (b) depressant (C) 
cording to Tropiano, 'Most of finally made it to Hollywood for exists on campus to promote hallucinogen 
them (the films) were done by the awards ceremony at the responsible use of alcohol. we 2. What percentage of college 
grad students who had much Directors Guild Theater in LOs define "responsible" as use students drink? . 
higher budgets than we had.' Angeles. Earlier they were told which has no negative effects (a) 70-75 (b) 76-80 (c) 81-85 (d) 
Tropiano and Austin did, that they had received an such as arrests, discipline pro- 86-90 (e) 91-95 . 
however, have some money to award, but they didn't discover blems, hangovers, personal em- 3. How many hours do~s 11 
work with, thanks largely to the until that night where they plac- barassment, etc. In an effort to take the body to metabohze 1 
financial aid of a James ed. Tropiano remembers, 'They educate the community about drink? 
Pendleton Award in Dramatic announced who won fourth and alcohol and its effects on people, (a).l (bl 2 (c) 4: . 
Filmmaking which is given an- we thought, oh good we won AEC/BACCHUS plans on 4. What is the average perce~- t. 
nually by the College to a junior third, and then they announced publishing a trivia contest in the rage of alcohol by volume m 
cinema major to make a who won second .... ' Then they Ithacan each week. The winner, beer in the U.S. 
dramatic film. The rest of the showed the winning film, lnsel, chosen at random from all cor- (a) 2 (b) 4 (C) 6 (dl 12 
substantial SS-6,000 needed to to the audience. rect entries, will be announced s. What age group has the 
make Jnsel came from Austin According to Tropiano, 'From in the following issue of The highest incidence of alcohol 
himself. 'I guess in a way Ste:ve the feedback we got from other Ithacan and will receive a free problems? 
. Austin got it back because he people who had seen the film, AECIBACCHUS t-shirt. Simp- (a) 15-17 (bl 18-20 (c) 21-23 (d) 
got a new Nissan Sentra for first I think that we . won because ly complete the attached form 24-26 
prize,' says Tropiano. we created a mood, and there and drop it at the Egb~rt Union 
But the two never did expect was a sort of tone to the movie · Information Desk no later than 
to receive the top prize. With which someone told us is very noon on Friday. 
If you would like to get invplv-
ed with AEC/BACCHUS, come 
to one of our meetings 
Wednesdays at 4 p.m. in the 
Counseling Center· or call Mike 
Kahl at ext. 3365. watch for an-
nouncements· about National 
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness 
Week October 20 - 26. 
.A· -1·o···;·s· . ,:::-- :,: .. .,. ..._ -· ~ . . . . 
•' 
from page 1. _ 
thg most frequent rumors·about. 
AIDS: ·the disease cannot be -
transmitted through ' use of 
public toilets, drinking fountains, 
telephones or swimming pools. 
Althou,gl1 AIDS continued to be . 
of interest in the United _States, . 
few people are aware of exact-
ly how widespread the disease 
is. There have been 17,577 cases 
of AIDS as of February 17, 1986. 
Of these cases, 16,274 were 
males and 5,806 are residents of 
New York State. 34% of the 
cases in the U.S. are reported 
from New York State and ap-
proximately 23% are from 
califomia. As of December, 198.5, 
AIDS cases have been reported 
from 50 states, the District of OJl-
umbia, Puerto Rico and more 
·than 35 countries. AIDS is a 
worldwide phenomenon. Eigh-
teen European countries, 21 
African countries, the Caribbean, 
South America, and Australia 
have all reported cases of AIDS. 
As of now, there is no test to 
determine if a person has AIDS, 
according to the NYSDH. A test 
has been developed for detec-
ting antibodies to the virus link-1 
ed with AIDS. Currently there are 
no drugs av~ilable anywhere 
that have been shown to cure 
AIDS, although the search for an 
, effectjve treatment is being ac-
tively pursued. 
Station· 
~r2~est 
minority internship is permittea. 
Currently, Nightsounds is not 
on the air. Programming is to' 
resume sometime this month, 
but no one knows for sure. What 
is known, however, is that con-
cerned students and residents 
· intend to fight for what they are 
calling their "cultwe". 
Honeywell offers 
student awards 
OcOc[s~WD@ 
Authentic Outfitters 
Cotton is natural, lightweight,_ easy to pack, easy 
to care for, good-looking, rough, tough and 
durable ... By British Khaki - Come visit our new 
shop within a shop. I.I. Lewis, featuring British 
Khaki, Ruff Hewn, Boston Traders ... 
IRV LEWIS 
on the commons• open 'til 9 PM Thu'rs. & Fri. 
By Tom Flannagan 
Minneapolis - On September 15 
in Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
Honeywell Inc. launched its fifth 
annual Futwist A wards OJm-
petition, based around two 
essays that require the applicant 
to predict technological ad-
vances twenty-five years from 
now. 
The contest asks students to 
write two essays about the 
tectmologlcaI developments that 
they think will be prevalent in 
the year 2011. Last year's contest 
drew essays from 450 students 
from over 300 colleges and 
universities around the United 
States. Each of this year's IO 
winners will receive 3,000 
dollars as well as a chance to 
work for Honeywell next 
summer. 
Any full-time student from an 
accredited college or university 
in the United States may enter 
the contest with an essay con-
cerning the technological ad-
vancements of al)Y of SiX areas: 
Electronic Communication, 
Energy, Aerospace, Computer 
Sdenre, _Mar)Ufacturing Automa-
tion or Off~ Automation. In ad-. 
dition, an essay dealing with the 
· impact of such developments 
on society mt5t be submitted 
by the applicant. Eadl essay is 
to be no longer than l500 w~. 
{ 
Honeywell is a commumca-
tions and computer corporation 
based in Minneapolis. Min-
nesota. It works with its 
customers around the world in 
order to help them to reach their 
goals through the practical ap-
plication of computers, com-
munications and controls. 
Honeywell employs 94,000 peo-
ple worldwide, and has a 1985 
revenue of 6.6 billion dollars as 
well as a net income of 281 
million dollars. 
Any student wishing to 
receive contest rules can write 
directly to: Futurist Rules, · 
Honeywell Telemarketing 
Center, Honeywell Plaza MN 
12-4164, Minneapolis, MN 5.5408, 
, or call toll free l-800-328-51!1. 
All finished essays must be 
postmarked no later than 
January 31, 1987. A pi;lllel of 
Honeywell scientists and 
engineers will meet in February 
to choose the winners. The 
essays will be judged on the 
basis of creativity, feasibility, 
clarity . of expression and 
legibility. 
The IO winners will be an-
nounced in early Marcil, 1987. 
Each winner will receive a two-
day, all-expense-paid trip _to 
Honeywell's headquarters in 
Minneapolis along with 3,000 
dollars. .- .. 
,, ' 
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ACROSS THE UNIVERSE 
New budget package 
Washlngton,D.C.;September 24: The 
Hoia: of Representatives overwhelming-
ly approved a new budget package 
designed to reduce the 1987 deficit by 
SL5.t billion. The package, which passed 
by a 309 to 106 margin, involves the sale 
of Federal assets. new bookkeeping 
tedlniques. new tax enforcement plans. 
and a new rustorns fee. The bill a1'lo cuts 
the Defense Depamnenrs budget con-
siderably, 51 billion coming from the Pen-
tagon's funding. In addition to the cuts. 
the leglslation calls on approximately S2.9 
billion new spending in Medicare and 
Medicaid coverage, and increases in 
holl'iing programs. Toe White House has 
threatened a veto, citing differences with 
the proposed customs fees and defense 
cuts. 
Tokyo sabateurs 
Tokyo,Japan;September 24: Sabateurs 
cut cables and communication lines of 
the Japanese National Railways, <lisrup-
ting the morning commuter rU5h for over 
one million people. According to police. 
100 people placedexplosives at 24 dif-
ferent sites across Tokyo. The explosives 
went off between 6:30 and 7:20am, caus-
ing fires that severed s_ignals and com-
munications that cur off service on 12 
commuter lines. This was the second at-
tack of the year on Japan's National 
Railways. The last one took place in May 
of this year, just minutes before President 
Reagan was to make a speech at a 
ground-breaking at the Japanese state 
guesthouse during a.summit meeting. 
Poli<e have ace~ left-wing groups of 
planting the bombs. These left-wing 
groups are opposed to the Government's 
plan to break the state-run railroad into 
six private companies. ' 
Soweto bom_bing 
Embalenhlle,South Afrlca;September 
24: An explOSion in Johannesberg rock-
ed the home of a white housing official 
in soweto. the large black township in 
that city. This official is in charge of 
polities dealing with the eviction of 
blacks refusing to pay rent as a part of 
protests against conditions in that 
township. The explosion. at the home of 
Del Kevan. was caused b}' a Soviet-
designed limpet mine: therf' wf're no 
casualtif',s in the attack. 
Togo reports attacks 
Lome,Togo;September 24: Approx-
imately so dissidents attacked a military 
barrncks that serves as the residence for 
the President of thiS nation. Togo, a small 
country located in western Afrit'd. has 
bf'en under control of President GRass· 
ingbe Eyadema for 20 years. According 
to government sources. thr attackers 
were routed by security forces. President 
Eyadema invited foreign diplomats to 
view 19 "terroriSts" that were <.-aptured. 
The prisoners, who werf' armed with 
Sovie1-rnade weapons. including rocket 
launchers and bazookas. were not allow-
ed to answer questions from the 
diplomats. The remaining clisSidenrs are 
still at large. An official govt>mmen1 state-
ment said that six civilians and seven at-
tackeis had been killed in the capital ci-
ty of Lome. where thf' fighting took plare. 
Tax bill approved 
Washington D.C.;September 25: With a 
majority vote from both Republicans and 
Demooats. the House of Representatives 
apJ)l'Q,ved legislation ,-creatjng a .new 
Federal In~ J~:system.. The land~ 
~ ~•\wflid?.L'! to~ votlld llJ)O!l 
within a few days by- the Senate, was 
passed by the House 292 to 136. On 
September'Z'/, the Senate pa$Cd the biU, 
74 to 23. The bill is now being sent to the 
White House for President Reagan's ap-
proval; the President has called this a 
"historical vote". The bill is designed to 
stop both private ronswners and cor-
porations from taking advantage of the 
tax code. 
The top tax rate paid by individuals 
would be lowered from so-percent to 
38.5 percent next year, and 28 percent 
the following year. The top corporate rate 
would be reduced from 46 percent to 40 
percent next year, and 34 percent 
thereafter. The government is expecting 
a f'dise of Sl20 billion over the next five 
years to aid in lowering the deficit. These 
are the most comprehensive changes 
since World War II. 
Drug/Military talks 
Washington D.C.;September 25: The 
Reagan Administration has begun discus-
sions wilh Columbia, Ecuador. and Peru 
about sending American military troops 
10 aid in drug eradication there. According 
to Justice Department officials. who term 
the diSCussions "preliminary". the talks 
could lead to joint anti-<frug exercises 
similar to one started in Bolivia this year. 
President Reagan is supporting the pro- , 
gram to eradicate drugs, vowing to 
mobilize "an international 
commmitrnent" to win the war aginst 
drugs. President Reagan, and his wife 
Nancy. will meet with the United States 
ambassadors to these countries on Oc-
tober 6th and 7th. 
Regulation_ extended 
Johannesberg,South Afrlca~ber 
25: The south African authorities an-
nounced further restrictions on the flow 
of information about the state of 
emergenty in effect since June of this 
year. The Bureau of Information. the on-
1}' source of authorized news about the 
emergency. said in a statement that they 
would not respond to requests for infor-
mation by telephone anymore. Jour-
nalists were previously allowed to con-
tact the bureau by telephone to receive 
official reports about events in the coun-
try. The new policy forcesjoumalists to 
telex the Burf',au and send detailed in-
quiries for verification. Since the state of 
seige has been in power, joumaliSts are 
not allowed to send "unauthorized 
_ reports" out of the rountry; they are sup-
posed to seek official confirmation from 
the Bureau. Many journalists feel that the 
new measures are designed to delay of-
ficial responses by the government. 
, Veto on sanctions 
WashlngtonD.C.;September 26; Presi-
- dent Reagan has vetoed an economic 
sanoons bill on south Africa. thus lock-
ing himself in a rare fight with both d>n-
gress and Senate Republicans. This ac-
tion was expected. though President 
Heagan wailed until four hours before the 
midnight dr,adline (when the bill would 
have automatically become a Jaw) before 
rejecting the sanctions. Apparently, this 
was so that OlieI of Staff Donald Regan 
and Secretary of State George Schultz 
could asrertain whether or not President 
Reagan would get suppon if he offered 
some type of compromise. No decision 
has been made in that regard, however. 
President Reagan· stated in his veto 
message." ... the sweeping and punitive 
measwt;s adopted by the C.ongress are 
rargetted directly at the labour intensive 
indllSIJ'ies upon-which the vk:timized pro,-
' pie of south Africa depend: for,their very, 
survival. Blaq( work.er.;. the-first ,Vi<.tims : 
of apart1'eld, ~ ~ the;flrst vio-,: 
rims , ofr -American sanctiQflSt ,: Ofl ,. 
September·29,1he House-Of Represen-
tatives overrode the veto by a vote of 3L3 
108.3. 
In related news,califomia Governor 
George Keukmejian signed legislation re-
quiring that state to divest its SIi billion in 
south African-related investments: this 
bill extends to all state funds. In canada, 
there will be a ban on importation of 
many south African products beginning 
October lSt, in accordance with an agree-
ment met with other Commonwealth 
membeJS, 
Rehnquist takes oath 
Washlnglon D.C.;Septamber 26: William 
Hubbs Rehnquist took hiS oath as the 161h 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
United States. and Antonin scaiia became 
the newest Associate Justice. Both men 
took the.Constitutional oath, required of 
all Federal employees. and the Judicial 
oath. stating "I will adminiSter justice 
without respect to persons, and do equal 
right to the poor and rich." President 
Reagan stated his confidence that O'lief 
Justice Rehnquist would fulfill his job with 
"historical st_ature", making no reference 
to the heated debates over Rehnquist's 
past and his ability to serve due to his ex-
tremely conservative philosophy. 
Immigration bill fails 
Washington D.C.;September 26: The 
_ House of Representatives refll'ied to con-
sider a proposed comprehensive im-
migration bill. by a vote of 202 to ISO. A 
vote for consideration would have open-
ed debate wider a plan limiting talks over 
key amendments. including a com-
promise on the use of foreign agricultural 
workers in the United Stares. Republicans 
felt that this amendment IO the bill need-
ed more than just limited debate, as it 
was too ea!>Y on illegal aliens working on 
~rican f~. Supporters of the bill, in-
cluding the Reagan Administration, fell 
the bill was an important piece of legisla-
tion because of Mexico's deteriorating 
economy, which leads to more illegal im-
migration. The Immigration and 
Naturalil.ation service expects_to catch 1.8 
million illegal aliens this year, up so per-
cent from last year. The bill included: 
penalties against employers who know-
ingly hire illegal aliens; legal status for il-
legal aliens already in the U.S. and per-
manent residence for foreigners who can 
prove they worked on agriculture for 60 
days between May 198.5 and May 1986: 
and.additional money from Congress to 
strengthen the enforcement of immigra-
tion laws. 
Sanctions on Poland 
Washington D.C.;September 26: State 
Department officials claim that the 
Reagan Administration has been seriollS-
ly considering lifting the remaining sanc-
tions against Poland, in approval of the 
rele,ase of roughly 225 political prisoners 
in that country. The United States had 
made the release of those prisoners the 
main consideration in bringing an end to 
the sanctions. Although the State Depart-
ment is edging toward ,, response to the 
improving conditions in Warsaw. several 
official,; are still wary, claiming that there 
might be a new crnckdown once the 
sanctions were lifted. The remaining 
sanctions against Poland are removal of 
most-favoured-nation stalus (which 
allows a country to export goods to the 
U.S. at the lowest applicable tariff), and 
the prohibition of government guarantred 
credits. 
-Bombi~g prevented 
_ Washington D.C.,'Seplamber 27: Accor-
ding to Reagan Admini.slration officials. 
Mbroccan seciµity forces stopped an at-t#t by terr~ts who were planning to· · 
bMlb a synagogue in casablanca. Toe, , 
ah were planned to take plare next 
wrekend, with synagogues aowded ror 
the Jewish New Year. The Moroccan of-
fidals refused to release the name of the 
groups responsible, or what their goals 
were. They did, however, make it clear 
that they were nor linking the incident 
with any attacks on western or Israeli 
targets. Moroccan security forces have 
been under alert since King Hassan met 
with Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres 
in August, angering many Arabs. 
Sudanese relief 
- --
Khartoum,lhe SUdan;Seplember 28: 1n-
1emational sponsors of planned relief 
operations for hundreds of thousands of 
starving famine victims announced that 
they would begin an airlift of food to 
government-held cities this week, Of-
fldals from th(;_ relief organil.ations did not 
say whether they had received 
assurance from southern rebels that their 
planes would not be shot down. The 
Sudanese government approved two 
towns for air relief, Juba and Malaki. The 
Sudan's People's Liberation Army. who 
have been fighting government troops for 
three years, have warned the relief pro-
jects lhat their planes would be shot 
down if they flew 100 close to the 
government-held towns. Despite efforts 
to begin the relief airlift, on September 30 
• the first plane was unable to take off. due 
to technical complications. 
- Wheat sale rejected 
Washington D.C.;September 29: Presi-
dent Reagan's offer to sell 3.85 million 
metric tons of subsidized American 
wheat to the soviet union has so far at-
tracted no interest from Moscow. and it 
will be expiring this week. Even with the 
subsidies, experts say that the American 
price was significantly higher than offers 
to the U.S.S.R. made by other nations. 
Since the Soviet Union is the world's 
laigest imponer of wheat, this deal iS ve,y 
important to the Unile,d States for the sur-
vival of our farmers. Though officials 
claim there is hope for the sale, the 
Soviets purchased one million rnetrie tons 
of wheat from the European community 
earlier this week at S80 per ton. which is 
SIi less per ton than the price offered by 
the Reagan Administration. The sale to 
- the soviet Union would have represented 
an estimated L5 percent of U.S. wheat ex-
ports this year, 
Daniloff released 
Washington D.C.;September 29: The 
soviet Union freed United. Stares journalist 
Nicholas Daniloff. without his having 
stood trial on charges of espionage. for 
which he has been held for the past 
mo~h. Details are still sketchy. but 
Daniloff was released suddenly after the 
founh meeting between Secretary of 
State George Schultz and Foreign Minister 
of the Soviet Union Eduard Shevard-
nad7.e. Respectively. accused SOviet spy, 
Gennadi 7.akharov. has been allowed to 
plead no contest in rourt, and was allow-
.. 
been going on for decades, as it turns out 
that many paintings from a certain 
decade wew accredited to Rembrandt if 
they were in hi<; style. These most recent 
deattributions, called "Portrait of a Man" 
and "Ponrait of a Woman". were dear- • 
tributed on the basis of lengthy stylistic 
observations that cannot be noted in 
others of Rembrandt's paintings. The 
report on these two paintings was 
publishr,d by the Rembrandt Research 
Project, a group of five art historians who 
have devoted lhe past 16 years to soning 
our authentic Rembrandts from the 
pretenders. The latter fall into many 
categories. ranging from "in the school 
of" 10 "in the style of" to blatant fak~. 
Reagan/Gorbac~ev 
Washington D.C.;September 30: Prf'si-
dent Reagan and General Secretary of the 
Communist Party of the soviet Union 
Mikhail Gorbadlev will be meeting on Oc-
tober Dth and 12th in Reykjavic, Iceland, 
for a preliminary to the summit meeting 
that will theoretically take place this year. 
Though there is no date for the actual 
summit, it was agreed that Gorbachev 
would come to the United States in 1986, 
at the Geneva summit in 1985. The agree-
ment is suspected to be part of the 
Daniloffll.akharov settlement, but this has 
been denied by the Reagan Administra-
tion. But, in separate private briefings, 
many officials have noted that without 
Daniloff's release, the scheduled mreting 
wouldn't have been possible.President 
Reagan is hoping this preliminary meeting 
will make strides toward a fonnal date 
for the summit talks, and General 
Secretary Gorbachev is hoping to come 
out with a prospect of an agreement on 
arms control before he comes to the' 
United States. The meeting was propos-
ed by Mikhail Gorbachev through Soviet 
Foreign MiniSter Eduard Shevardnadze. 
on September 19th. 
Anti-drug bill passes 
Washington D.C.;September 30: The 
Senate passed its version of a new anti-
drug bill with a vote of w to 2. Ttie Senate 
stated that exceptionally excessive drug 
abuse in the United States merited exten-
ding the budget allotted to combat the 
problem. The bill will increase penalties 
for drug dealers and expands Federal law 
enforcement efforts. The Senate's bill dif-
fers in many key aspects from that pass-
ed by the House of Representatives, but 
the leaders of both Houses believe there 
is enough time left in this Congressional 
session to work out their differences and 
send a bill to President Reagan. The 
Senate and the House have agreed, by 
voice vote. to appropriate funds for these 
actions againSt drug abuse in some man-
ner other than taking funds from existing 
programs. 
Economy stabilizing 
ed to return to the soviet Union in ex- Washington D.C.;September 30: Toe 
change for a prominent Soviet dissident 
and his wife. Additionally, the United 
States has extended the expulsion 
deadline on the 25 members of the Soviet 
United Nations mission until October 14; 
these members have been accused of 
being a spy ring by the Reagan Ad-
ministration. President Reagan stated that 
Daniloff had not been traded for 
United States trade deficit dropped by 
S4.7 billion in August, which iS the largest 
reduction in a one-month period ever 
recorded. The improvement can be sole-
ly attributed to a decline in impons: the 
August deficit is now reduced to Sl3.3 
billion-better than anticipated by many 
experts. However. the index of leading 
economic indieators fell two-tenths of one 
zakharov, and in reference to the Soviet pen:ent. and,new home sales fell by 13.4 
Union. he briefly stated,"The}' blinked." percent; this information would imply a 
few more months of weak economic 
growth on the horiwn. In addition, the 
New 'fork City,NY;Septem~ 29: Uhas ~ugust deficit is still considerably larger 
~~that ~o ~tings in l_he ' tQ~ ~ average of April throqgh June. 
~elr(!pontan[Musewn, of Arl;previously and eicporrs did not improve i6 August. 
labeled by'Rembfandi vaq Rljn wiU now ! John E. 'Bamds. an economist at the Na- ~- , 
Rer,,b~andt analyzed 
be deattributcd and instead labeled as tional Bank of Detroit, stated that, "The 
- "from the workshop of Rembrandt". best we can hope is that this is evidence 
Oealtribution of Rernb~t paintings has of a Slabllizatlon." 
6 TI-IE ITHACAN 
OPINIONS/LETTERS 
Are holidays valid absences? 
Rosh Haslumah, Yom K,p- thedayoftheholidayortheday 
pur, Good Friday, and E.aster following it. 
Sunday aB have one thing in Professors must observe this 
common aside from being a policy, but w,fortunately, not 
rdigious holiday. The common everyone always abides by the 
denominator Is that Ithaca Col- rules. Students find themselves 
lege does not give students a day pleading to their professors for 
aff from thelr·c'lasses. the exam date to be changed. 1 
Approximately six years ago, This confrontation should not 
after thorough evaluation, the have to occur. Policies exist for 
school devised a pwcy regarding a reason. f]nderclassmen, 
. rellgious holidays and how especially freshman are placed in 
studmts were to maintain a an intimidating situation when 
balance between their school they have to approach a pro-
work and observing their fessor because they want to 
religious beliefs. · observe a religious holiday at 
Presently, the school policy home, (which should be a right 
· regarding the observance of not a privelege). Qyou approach 
religious holidays is as follows: a your professor about an exam 
student Is allowed the same that is scheduled on a holiday 
nunrber of unexcused absences as and he or she has not changed it, 
the credit ho~ of a course. your next steo.. would be to in-
when thinking of Christmas is a 
family (a whole family) gathered 
around a table for dinner with a 
Christmas tree in the 
backgrow,d. 
What has been overlooked is 
the fact that the Jewish holidays 
are 'based on a lunar calendar. 
What this means Is that the holJ-
day begins at sundown the 
previous day. For students who 
have an exam at 5 p.m. and want 
to go home, chances are they 
won't be there. Holy Thursday 
precedes Good Friday, those 
students are in the same · 
predicament--for services are 
corulucted at night rather than 
during the day. 'Ihere seems to IJe 
a lack of understanding regar-
ding this 1KU1icu/or aspect of 
observance. 
, Overall, the school is sensitive 
to this issue, but there is some 
refining to IJe done. Students 
don't want to be penalked. The 
Jewish holidays can faB out on,. 
three weekdays, this means your 
three unexcused absences are us-
ed for those observing their holi-
day. An individual ends up hop-
ing he/she won't be m the rest of 
the semester or that you have an 
understanding professor. 
It is your right to observe a 
religious holiday and professors 
should be sensitive to that. 
Students should know they are 
responsibkfmanywmkmissl!fl, 
but the professor must allow the 
~~~ _ '!'!'J'le opportunity to 
make up the work that was 
missed. 
Faculty members may wish to 
observe a religious holiday as 
well. They, however, must hold 
class or fmd a substitute to hold 
class for them. Our sensitivity 
must extend o.ut to faculty 
members as well.· 
This has been a controversial 
issue for quite SO"}e time. The 
colltge has done• it 'S best to ac-
commodate students of all 
denominations. The rules are set, 
let's abide by them. More impor-
tantly, our sensitivity to each in-
dividual's needs can not be 
neglected. 
Gall Kaplan 
Editorials Editor 
Unexcusedabsencesare intended form the Department Chairper-
for minor illnesses, job inter- son or the Dean of your school. 
views, necessary trips, and The chaplains of our school 
religious holldays. Excused are in . full agreement that 
Rape: We're all scared 
absences are for death or serious students should have the oppor-
illness in one's family, ap- tunity to go home and celebrate · To the Editor: 
p«uanee In court, and Illness in- the holidays with their family. Guys-ourgirlfriendsare scared; 
valving Health Center confine- What Is offered here on campus 
mmt. For the majority of situa- in regard to services is strictly an . what's going on? For those of 
tio this ..,.11,.., you who don't know, (and I 
ns · ,.,.,_.,, works quite well. ·· alternative for those who are hope · that's a small minority) 
q a student observes a religious unable to go home. Holiday and there have been several in-
hollday, the school policy states family are'.synonmous. Thefust cidents of extreme violence 
ar"=""'=siiexams;;;;~can~Fn;ot~be~si.cheduled~~~·F·;inul&;_ ~".~co;;n;rj"";;'ed~up~_ m;;;· ~o~ne;';s ;mm;· :d~-.. towards those who we care for 
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Andrew Washburn, Business Manager 
.\ssociate Editor Karen Powers 
News Editor ________ Patrick Graham 
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the most, the lth?Ca women. For 
the past three weeks I have read 
startling accounts of what seems 
to be a complete disregard for , 
the women of the Ithaca com-
munity. In my last editorial, I ad-
dressed the immoral is.sue of ac-
quaintance rape. As most of us 
should know, acquaintance rape 
is rape which occurs when the 
woman has some·knowle~ of 
who their assailant is, and at 
least have the capability of mak-
ing a positive identification of 
that person. But now the 
women are facing an even more 
tragic situation. Their attacker is 
unknown,unseen,unheard,un-
til the final moment of destruc-
tion. As men, men of respon-
sibility, men of action, what can 
we do to stop this outrage 
against those we · love, know 
and exist with? We can take cer-
tain precautions. That's right. It's · 
not only the women who have 
to watch out for themselves. we 
co-exist with this terror. and we 
must fight it as well. If you think 
your girlfriend or the woman 
who lives down the hall isn't 
scared to walk to her car alone 
at night, you're wrong. It's vital 
that we show, with all sincerity, 
that we do care. Make that extra 
effort to pick her up from the 
library, or walk her back to her 
room. It does not take much, but 
at least a little concern goes a 
l~ng way. 
Guys--let's get together, if not 
physically as a group, then in-
dividually, let's keep aH extra 
eye out, an extra bit of heart. 
because believe me. what the · 
women need right now is faith. 
faith in us. that we care. 
Adam Riesner 
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To the Editor: 
An open · letter to off-campus 
students--
Dear Guys, 
Hi. How are things? How's the 
house? Good. Hey, can we be 
honest for a minute here? Listen-
-I know you have time between 
classes. And I know that it's a 
real hassle to come to campus, 
park, go to classes, and leave; 
only to come bacK one or two 
hours later. I know exactly how 
you feel because I feel the same 
way. -
And, I also know that many 
off~pus students like to hang 
around on campus so that they 
won't feel totally removed from 
the school. I mean, I do the 
same thing. 
Okay, so now that all of the lit-
tie niceties are pushed aside. 
here's the problem .. .the level of 
noise in the library. Hey, I don't 
want to be accused of being 
another "Library-Rambo." Nor 
do I want it to seem as if I'm 
totally innocent. I know I'm not. 
I, too (gasp!), talk in the library. 
However, there is a huge dif-
ference between quiet socializ-
ing and shouting like you're at a 
Rugby party. 
I don't want to~ forced out 
of the library by sound. The a 
"junction" is literally so feet 
away. I thmk we're an big 
enough to realize when we're 
The following editorials do not 
·n~y refiect the opinions 
of the Ithacan staff. All Letters to 
\ the Editor must be received by 
m t the Ithacan 
going overboard in the library. At 
those times, the proper thing(s) 
to do are: A)go into the stairwell, 
Bl go out into the lobby, or Cl 
take a hike up to the jllnction. 
So, c'mon people. Please take 
into consideration the other peo-
ple in the library. Some of us are 
there to do more than just get 
out of the rain. 
Ellan Werther 
. English '87 
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-Deb, 
Our goal - a IOI 
ILY 
Amy. 
To the rugby player who wore 
the plaid shirt Friday, and the 
. Harvard Shirt Saturday in the 
Pines-
I really want to meet you! 
Fem, 
It's so fun haVing fun. 
Love, Tuna 
To the Anchor, 
Your a droopy dog. 
Love, Gumball 
To Sheri alies Bethany 
· Miss you alot. You're always out 
partying. Do your job! Love you-
sweet Potatoe 
Ami, Margie & Michelle, 
I can~t wait 'til Homecoming! 
L.Dve - The Bronx Fag 
Bubbahead: 
Opus loves P-Bear and I love 
· you! Let's win tonight... 
L.Dve me 
BJH 
Home sweet home doesn't ex-
press enough. You're the 
greatest! 
STA 
Hawknose, 
Thanks so much for coming up 
· this weekend. I'll make it worth 
your while. 
Dupe - Beaglebreath 
R.J. the D.J. 
Relax! Your time will come. 
Keep smilin'! 
Dancer 
Annaliese: 
I don't care what they say! He 
was what I called him! (Thankx 
for being there) IL Y , 
1 The public harasser 
Les: 
I think your JAP 101 class will be 
a hit. Please keep your new 
. party animal tendencies! IL Y 
Suz 
Bubbles: 
. Happy Mr. much? Be good, or 
, you're grounded! (so there) 
The other trouble maker 
Alice: 
You're a crazy woman. And a 
good friend. Don't ever slow 
down. 
Suzie 
tley CW: 
So you had a little in the morn-
ing AND a little at night...it must 
be love. 
Michael (Kenny): 
Did I ever tell you that. you're 
one of my very most favorite · 
friends?l(Does SHE know? Hee, 
heel) 
Guess who? 
Sal(Weazle) 
How about those roses? 
- Squeaky 
Tommy: 
We'll never tell you who she is. 
We're sure you'll ineet her on 
your own. 
sr~.i_e and Margaret 
Bloom(no fac~): 
Thaox for your.help and my lit-
tle pony •. ILY: 
Its none of your business! 
LMF:· -
Which chomical plays the 
,sauerkraut? HELP!! 
:-=::=:::===---'"-=~Lo~ve~,~m~e~,
1 T.J.: 
Thursday nights were made..for 
us 
BFA 
Spud: 
can you cut my ban~? But you , 
know--not tPD short. · , 
Trolley 
Alex: 
You can tap my forehead any 
day 
Paula 
Dave: 
You're so wonderful. 
Iceberg 
DaVId, 
I really missed you! Thanks for 
being so special. I love you! 
G. 
Karl and Dave, 
See you, bye, thanks, see you 
. next January, bye. Miss you· 
t both. 
Sybil 
Liza and Els, 
. The party continues January '87. 
Miss ya! 
Lizard 
Michelle, Kris, Heide, Patti, 
Brooke and Michele; 
London could only be better if 
you guys were here. Miss ya 
lots. 
Liz 
Helplll 
l need to be readopted. 
Me: Freshman T.A.M, N.J.B. 
from L.I. 
Your Anything but an L.L. 
Muff, - - ... -
D.U. needs you!! 
Mar 
M 
Old Blue Eyes called. He said 
yes to your off er! 
MM 
The girls of 109L,193,197B are 
weird, but great! 
Kelly 
Keith 
Is life at the Pines funny or what! 
Kelly 
Dave Barron 
Aw-common one more shot! No 
I'm on duty -
WII OKI 
Steve, 
What exactly is a Bam-0-Gram? 
Bonnie Blue: 
I miss you! 19? Yes! Can't send 
Rogan's, but the Mand M's will 
keep coming. 
Deborah Leigh 
Heather, 
In the words of Phil COllins 
"There must be a 
misunderstanding" 
Love, Adam 
120 NY SEG . 
Wanna borrow the red ones or ' 
the blue ones this weekend? 
You . guys are ... Ol.J1TA 
COTROLII 
snookwns, 
Toronto 'Bound?? 
The~. 
L.Dve ya, me 
Janet: 
I still don't believe you are a 
vegetarian 
LK 
TO my horny roommate, 
Maybe we'll get to use the lights 
this weekend - The fur is begin-
ning to wear off my poor 
elephant's trunk. 
Your horny roommate. 
Tuna Hoagie, 
Nice of you to visit. 
The SCoobie DoO Screamers 
Tuck, 
We'll always love you - no real-
ly, we 'II call this time. 
Signed "the answering 
machine'' 
Dear Santa, 
Can I have ANYTHING I want for 
Christmas?!?!? 
-a good little girl 
LOST 
LL Bean, Forest green knap- . 
sack. Please return ASAP . 
Silent Spaceman 
· I didn't want a bit of your omlet 
anyway. 
-Your neighbor 
RDWIII 
Its nice to know some things 
never change. 
ru 
To Mark, Bill, Keir, Pat, Mike, 
Dom, Joan and Ed: 
Thanks for making six cents look 
· like a million. (Well, okay, maybe 
just a thousand) ' 
Cinematically 
Charlie Brown 
To my three "animal" 
housemates-
You're the greatest! J love you-
The Passout Queen of 2151 
To Lady Di-
Don't be afraid I'll protect you. 
Luv you lots! 
J. 
To KJ-
Stop feeling it!! 
J. 
All you with 1987 N"lssan Sentras. 
F.Y. Crash! 
G.B. 
I really do love you more than 
you'll ever know. 
Andie, 
I can do it! I will succeed. Keep 
· smiling. 
Love 
Hi! 
When God created man, she 
was stoned. 
Dear Todd W. Rissell-
. Congratulations you have been 
named October's Employee of 
the Month!! What an honor. 
LOve-
The the entire BJ Begley staff 
. Dave & Roy 
Thanks for making Accounting 
so bearable. 
Scoop 
P.S. Dave- Where's my donuts? 
Mom &Dad 
·Happt New:.Yearl There's no. 
· place 'like home. I love you! 
Your loving reporter 
'Janet: 
'You're the hottest babe around. 
. Love, Porsche 
Calling all Leros: 
Let's party sometime! Jolero, 
Juanlero, Danlero, Boblero. 
From Arrowlero 
Wendy, Gayle, Lynn, Beth 
We ~e not deserting you!! 
Terr. 9 RQ<>mies. 
Rich and Dave, 
I will kiss your feet in the dugout! 
september, 30th. 
Dugout! 
Drink and drink until you sink!! 
9/30. 
ISAI 
congrads on VP!! Home you 
have a fun weekend in the 
wilderness. Watch out for scarry 
Bears. Looking for a formal date. 
Boris· 
The Spider! 
can I have some of those Good 
n • Plenties! 
Keith-
Thanks for the yellow flower in 
, the Pines! 
Kelly 
Ron-
I'd love to have Champagne 
with you! 
1048 
Dear Norris-
Hope you have a nice weekend 
here! 
He!Hel Who Else! 
Doug, 
Yes. 
Dear Jeff, 
Surprise! Greetings from Bingo-
town. Miss you! 
Love, Ruth 
Brad, 
I miss you- please come visit. 
We can find a house under con-
struction in Ithaca! I love you. 
Amy. 
Dan-(from Eastman) 
I think I've made it clear where 
l stand. Now the· ball is in your 
court. 
9/13 Dugout • 
P .s. This Buds for you 
To my roommate Marg-
Take it easy - you party animal! 
Rest up and get well. 
Kathy & Maureen, 
ILY 
AM. 
Have a wonderful birthday! 
Wish we could celebrate this 
weekend, but I'm swe you'll do 
some partying at home. say 
hello to your Bo's & Bro's. 
Ky and Lf, 
ILY 
Amy. 
Thanx for letting me be your 
. third roommate. Kick me out 
anytime. 
AM. 
To my Big Brother Rich, 
When are we going to the 
dugout again?!? 
Tequila 
: Bear, 
· I'm staying here this weekend. 
, Let's party! 
ILY 
Amy 
Ro, 
Hey you! Let's do lunch. I had a 
great time last Friday. Hope to 
gaze at you on ICB soon. 
Hey GrooVin' Girls! 
How's the "Pit"? I miss you. 
Bubbles 
. 1az, 
Does Duke really have gorgeous 
guys? Have fun! 
Yow Sis 
T.S. 
Nice bumping into you at Short 
Stop last week! Too bad you 
sped away so fast. The 
Pines .. .this weekend??? 
C.B. 
Blaaaht we hope to see you 
smiling again soon! Don't worry, 
some day your "sheep" will 
come in! 
Luv, Your Commons Buddies 
1 The Bird-
K·Mart Blue Light is starting. to 
look good. We've gotta hit the 
lottery!!! · 
Jap Goat in training 
Chief, 
I'm falling fast. 
T.H. 
' Pleasant St. Doody - Heads: 
May your life always be void of 
August Pondscuml 
Love you - the Bronx Doody 
1To Mr. Know-it-all in 1741 
Please, SHUT-UPI 
The rest of 174 l 
To Group 4 (R&P): 
We're gonna make it! Lers keep 
up spirits. 
Michelle' 
To Janine: 
' I thought it would be neat to . 
send you a personal. It's ·great, 
huh!? 
Michelle· 
1----------To RPB: 
How's it goin' dude? Let's talk! 
Your Ex 
To SB: 
. I LOVE YOU, (even though 
you're weird) 
Guess 
Grunt and Meesh, 
MW AH! Things aren't the same 
without you! 
Love you, Bon 
Juliette, 
I'm at the heref ordl Get to dosr 
Bonadoo 
, Katz, 
Do ya love me? 
M.G. 
Deborah Leigh and K.C. 
Hugs and Kisses, Bonz 
Penny, Karen, Lisa, Suzanne • 
Sharon, 
Layla sends her lover 
So do we! Marnie and Bonnie 
ROW, 
Yes, I miss you . 
Bonzo 
Pennylingus 
We miss you, Cookie! 
, Marnie and Bon 
Senior aass 
tNe'll be ba<.kl Get psyched for 
Mayr 
The London Seniors 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
alry· -;Politics· Career 
Permission 10· -- rape? Rape M • /M.- Exploration 
Awareness Rally (tentative pending _ al Or In Or 
administrative appreval) Thursday, What can I do with a major in Deadline 
October 9, 12:15pm. Quad in front of Politics? A panel presentation- career Exploration Groups-deadline 
Orchestra-
Auditions 
GALA 
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
(GALA) at Ithaca College wishes to 
the Hill Center. d ir1ne<1 lo 'or s1·11n-up ·15 October 15 at the 
__,..,;,,; .... _,.__, ___ ..,.;..__.. es'O'. to exp re career options 11 o-• 
Pre-law Society and concerns for Exploratory Counseling Center. Four meeting1 
Orchestra Auditions for savoyards' announce its new meeting time for 
November production of "Yeomen the Fall '86 term. GALA will meet 
The Pre-Law Society invites you students, Politics majois and minors, wolkshop designed to help undecid-
to a Panel Discussion, Thursday,, and undecided students; Monday, ed or exploratory students will be 
of the Guard." sun. 10/5, Thuis. 10/9, every Tuesday from 7:Q0-9:00pm in 
7:30-I0:30pm. 318 Lincoln, cu. Bring the Lau1b Room of Muller Chapel. · 
October 9, 1986, at 7:00pm in Smid·· October 6, 7:<>0-8:30pm. Gannett held October 28,29 and November 
dy Room 107. Toe discussion will ~Ce-nt..,e,.r •• R~oo~m..,.115..,.. _____ _. 4,5 at 7:00pm. CO-sponsored by the 
a prepared piece to play. lnforma- Weekly· activities will indude discus-
._ti111on.,,1111E1111ri,..c .21.3.-71110iilf!76..,.-~ ___ 4 sion topics, viewing of films and 
focus on realities, and pressures of Carner counseling Center and Office of 
law school, as well as admissions, t ~ ... c_ar_ee..,..r _Pl_an_n_in...,. ______ ,. A 
1 · h [ television programs, and special 
iCO O events relevant to the Gay and Les-
A war_eness' bian community. In addition. the 
featuring Jane Death, Assistant 1 p·-,10 n-nz"n· __ -_g·_ -Director of Admissions at comell's t 1 
Law school. Included in this discus· 
.'Business Minor? 
. , 
H&S students who want to apply I 
for the business minor can pick up 
applications and information on · 
eligibility at the H&S Dean's Office, 
(206 Muller) now. Applications are 
due back in the H&S Dean's Office 
~Y October 20, 1986. 
Alcohol Education Committee/BAC· group is proud to announce that it 
CHUS meeting Wednesday, October will sponsor (in conjunction with the · 
sion will be a former Ithaca COiiege' On Tuesday October 7th there will 
student, now a Second Year Law be a program on making job con-
Student at Syracuse University. For tacts entitled "Networl<ing" · The pro-
more information contact: Matt· gram will be sponsored by career 
- Taub, President of the Pre-Law Planning and Residential Life. 
society at 274-5146. ,:hillips Room, Chapel, 7:00pm 
sat 4:00pm in the couseling center. Student Activities Board) a concert 
Discussion currently underway con- by Romanovsky and Phillips, a 
cerning events for National COi- popular team of gay 
legiate Alcohol Awareness week, singer/songwriters. They are 
October 20-26th. Open to all in- scheduled to appear on Thursday, 
terested students. November 20th, in Muller Chapel. 
HA T'S HAPPEN IN~ 
Thursday 
Ithaca College Handwerker Gallery 
presents City Light, Photographs of 
the American City, Gannett Cente! 
Graduate SChool, Main Olapel, 11:00-
12:00 p.m. 
Gay and Lesbian Alliance meeting, 
Laub Room, Muller Chapel, 
7:Q0-9:00p.m. 
organization Mtg. for co. 
Recreational volleyball, P-5 Hill 
Center, 7:00 p.m. 
Qassic Films presents The Big car-
nival Textor 102, 7:30 p.m. 
-
Lecture, Tedmology and Swvival 
Dr. William J.H. caldicott,s20i. 
7:30-IO:(!O p.m. 
lntematmal ~ Slide Show & 
Party ("Old-Tuner's Nite"), Gannett 
111,s:oo- 10:00 p.m. 
Faculty Recital, .Micheal Galvan 
Clarinet, F~rd A~toriwn, 8:L5 p.m. 
Gaming Oub Mtg .. Friends 304, 9 
p~m.-midnight 
' 
Monday 
"What can I Do With A Major In 
Politics". Gannett 115, 7:00-8:30 pm. 
Student-Alumni Association, Smid· 
dy Hall 107, 8:00 pm. 
History Oub, TBA. 8:00 pm. 
Treasurer's Workshop, F309, 8:00 
pm. 
Chorus, Oloir, Women's Olorale. 
Ford Auditoriwn. 8:L5 pm. 
Al Anon Mtg., Phillip.5 Room, Olapel. 
8:30-10:00 pm. 
·October 
Friday 
Eleanor Steber Master aasses, Ford 
. Auditorium, 3:00-5:00pm and 
s;oo-10:oopm 
IC Varsity Men's Soccer vs. Clarkson 
University, 4:00pm 
ICJ.V. Football vs. Mansfield Univer-
sity, 3:30pm 
- . 
International aub presents "China 
Night". Presentation and video--
refreshments tool 5-7pm, East 
Tower lowige. 
' . 
Rosh Hashannah services, Chapel, 
6:30pm 
SAB Films presents The COior Pur· 
pie, Textor 102, 7:00 and 9:30pm 
"Roctober" at VIC presents: 
Monkees Weekend 
Tuesday 
Reswne Workshop, Main Cllapel. 
3:30 - 5:00 pm. 
Gay-Les~ Alliance meeting, Laub 
Rm. Muller Olapel, 7:00 . 9:00 pm. 
American Marketing Mtg., Science 
Room 202, 7:30 pm. 
(!One Trillianth of a PercentlJ, Arena 
Theatre. Dillinham center, s:oo pm. 
Studenl Government Meeting, Gan-
nett Ill, 8:15 pm. 
contemporary Chamber Ensemble. 
_ (IDana Wilsonll, Director, Ford 
Auditorium. 8:15 pm. 
Saturday 
Rosh Hashannah 
Shabbat Services: Chapel. 
10:ooarn-2:oopm, evening service 
IC Field Hockey vs. James Madison. 
1:00pm 
IC Varsity Men's Soccer vs. St. 
Lawrence University, 1:00pm 
IC Varsity Football vs. Alfred Univer-
sity, 1:30pm 
Jr. Saxophone, Daniel Smith, Ford 
Auditorium 4:00pm 
catholic Liturgy, Olapel, 6:30pm 
SAB Films presents The COior Pur· 
pie. Textor 102. 7:00 and 9:30pm 
''Roctober" at VIC presents: 
Morikees Weekend 
Wednesday 
American Marketing Association 
selling Homecoming Mugs at the 
Union. u:ooam-3:oopm 
IC Varsity women's SOCCer vs. Cor-
tland, 3:00pm 
IC Women's Va1Sity Tennis vs. Cor-
tland, 3:00pm 
Job Search Workshop. Phillips 
Room, 4:00 . 5:30pm 
ASPA Mtg., 109 Smiddy Hall, 7:00 · 
8:00pm 
l(On Trillionth of a Percentll, Arena 
Theatre. Dillingham center. 8:00pm 
C.P. Snow Lecture Series. "The 
conscience of a Physicist" by 
Robert R. Wilson. Textor 102. 
8:00pm 
Percussion Ensemble. !(Gordon 
StoutlJ, conductor. Ford Auditorium. 
8:15pm 
Sunday 
Rosh Hashannah 
Oltholic Liturgy, Chapel, 10:15 am. 
and 1:00 pm. 
Protestant Services. Chapel, 11:30 
am. 
Faculty Recital. !(Robert Scrimalell. 
Piano, Ford Auditoriwn, 3:00 pm. 
Friends of Israel Meeting. Chapel. 
4:30 pm. 
SAB Films presenlS !(Butch cassidy 
and the Sundance Kidlt, Textor 102. 
7&9:30 pm. 
··Rocktober" at \'IC presents: 
Morikees Weekend 
Thursday 
Resume Workshop. Main Olapel, 
9:30 . 11:ooam 
American Marketing Association 
selling Homecoming Mugs at the 
Union. u:ooam - 3:oopm 
Pre-Law Sociely presents two , 
speakers, Director of Admissions 
from Cornell Law SChool & IC Alwn-
ni speaks on "Importance of 
LSAT's", Smiddy Hall - Rm. 107, 
7:00pO) 
l(One Trillionth of a Percentll, Arena 
Theatre, Dillingham Center, 8:00pm 
Symphonic Band, ((Henry Neubertll. 
Conductor and Vocal Jazz Ensem-
ble. UDavid Rileyll, Musical Director. 
Ford Auditorium. 8:15pm 
Alooholics Anonymous Mtg.: Phillip.5 
Room. Chapel, 7:00 - 8:00 pm 
Psych Club Meeting: s:oopm in 
Science no will be presenting 
l(Moonchildl) ThUIS. October 8th. 
Gaming Club mee1ing, Friends 304. 
9pm - 12am midnight 
5 
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ITHACAN VARIET.Y i I 
I 
This Week in Arts and Leisure I 
' 
Sophomore Barry Blumenjield and Oaig Stem perfonn their duet at the J1nt Open Mike Mght. 
Students show ta.lent 
By Robin Hoffman 
,The fever was pitched. The 
audience was abuzz. The lights 
glared. The perfonners paced. I 
became ill. Why, you ask, in the 
midst of such excitement as the 
premiere' Ithaca College Open 
Mike N'ight of the entire 1986-1987 
academic year did this reviewer 
feel as though she just might 
'toss her .cookies'? Was it the 
thrill of witnessing this multi-
media event spectaculat? Em-
pathy with those anxious. 
nerves-on-end potential per-
formers pemaps? Hell no. It was 
that smell. 'Illat Towers Dining 
Hall aroma which hadn't disturb-
ed my senses since partaking in 
those mouthwatering meals 
three years ago as a hungry 
freshperson. 
As I sat wishing for our grand 
old pub (where these SAB spon-
sored activities were held before 
its destruction), Beth van 
Splinter, chairperson of the Open 
Mike Night committee introduc-
ed herself. and the first act. 
Beth informed us that the first 
act would be a singer named 
Mike-Thibault. What she didn't 
say was how incredibly talented 
this first performer would be. 
Thibault performed two of his 
own compositions. The two 
so~ were so beautifully sung 
and poignantly written that I 
wanted him to sit up there play-
ing his keyboard and singm:g for' 
at least two more hours. lhibault 
had a James Taylor-like 
dreaminess in his voice and in 
his words. His first tune was en-, 
titled 'Street Light Serenader'. It 
had an infectious melodic beat 
and lyrics which a listener 
couldn't help but feel touched 
by. l was knocked over by' 
Thibault's next selection. He ob-
viously dug even deeper ~to h~ 
emotions to come up with such 
a soul-searching piece. Both 
songs dealt with holding on -to 
your dr~ in spite of what 
hardshipS other people may put 
you through. Si~ Thibault, 
these are ·people who only live 
in their minds.' Look out for Mr. 
Thibault. My only Wish is that 
next time I get the chance to 
listen to him, I'll hear more. 
Toe act to follow Thibault was 
also a singing act. With hard 
shoes to. fill, the group billed as 
'Karl, Steven, and Adam' did an 
outstanding job. These three 
guys, each equipped with a 
guitar. sang selections from the 
Doors, Bob ·oylan. and Neil 
Young with heart and· en-
thusiasm. Toe last song sung by 
an original conipostion of 
Adam's was so beautifully writ-
ten and descriptive, it was hard 
to believe it was done by a col-
lege student. It was sung with 
just as much sensitivity and 
warmth as with which it was 
written. 
Next up was yet another sing-
ing group. Again two guitar play-
ing singers. Their stage names: 
'Bany and Mike.' Lead vocalist, 
Barry had a Jim Ooce folksie 
quality which was quite down to 
earth: Toe selections they chose 
were two compostions not theil 
own but still highly original 
material. one was a David 
Bromberg blues song which 
dealt with a singer who says 
you've ·got to suffer if you want 
to sing the blues.' 
The first fem ale act of the 
night, songstress Nancy Tally, 
followed, singing 'I Dedicate All 
My Love to You', a Otristian 
melody. She was also different 
from most of the previous acts 
in that she wasn't holding a 
guitar. With a voice as clear as 
a bell and loud enough to be 
heard in some parts of central 
New Jersy, Nancy's song sound-· 
ed strikingly sirniliar to the past 
Debbie Boone hit 'You UJntt Up 
My Life.· Nancy sung her-piece 
beautifully and with conviction. 
Speaking of different material, 
l knew the next act would be dif-
ferent the minute I layed eyes on 
'The Fabulous Joel' strutting to 
the mike, guitar slung over his 
shoulder, wearing a black cap 
decorated with a collage of 
various pins, and a very faded 
jean jacket. His opening lines: 
'uh, this is a song by me. It's 
about Ithaca College.' But he got 
better. Although his words were 
often mumbled and difficult to 
understand, Joel's satire of I.C. 
entitled 'J.A.P. Qty' was-(from 
what little I actually heard) ex-
tremely witty. one line which 
the crowd did understand, as 
evidenced by the roars of 
laughter, was this piece of 
wisdom: 'You want to shack up · 
with Mutty, you think she's real-
ly swell. Well. there's only one 
prerequisite, you have to be 
from C.omell. • 
Rounding up the singing talent 
was me 'Jazzmen Highway ; 
unit.' This 'Unit' included two · 
men playing guitars and one : 
slamming away af. the ol' .bongo · 
for a little diversity. Then open- · 
ed with a Crosby, Stills, and '. 
Nash favorite 'Teach Your . 
Parents Well', then moved on to · 
a Grateful Dead tune, a Santana ; 
instrumental and an original i 
composition. A variation of the · 
oead's 'Fire on the Mountain' .,. 
was upbeat and even 
danceable, punctuated nirely by i 
the bongos. This reviewer may 1 
have enjoyed the 'Unit's ' ver- l 
sion more than the original. 1
1
_ 
If you missed th5 firsf monthly _ 
Open Mike Night.do not to miss I 
the next one. You will be truly -
blown away by the talent of our t 
very own Ithaca College per-
formers. Last Sunday night's 
crowd of about 200 will attest to I 
that. If the next Open Mike N'ight j 
is h"dlf of what this one _was, it 1 
will be a Sunday night not to be f 
issed I m. . l 
' 
P!!ll~ di~='=d~~m~rew~ffi-~e~!! -~~R!,oo.l. 
own lives, the drama portion of had portrayed a man so insen- pass or insinuating comment go J 
Date rape. An every night oc- the workshop began. David • sitive it was beyond belief; that; unrecognized. It became evi-
1 
curence? Possibly ... probably. C.Onner (played by himself) por- claim raised some heated dent that self-respect and open : 
This was the topic of Sex at 7:00.. trayed a C.omell upperclassman opposition- (especially from the communication were attributes J 
a combination play and who had just taken out a females). All did agree however, which changed the ending from ; 
workshop, performed in Kauff- freshman. Mary Jennings that the excessive amount of a statistic (although probably ! 
man Auditorium on the Cornell (played by herself) for an expen- alcohol played a role in Davids .unreported). to a platonic · 
campus this past Monday. sive lobster dinner. After retur- unexcusable behavior. resolution. I 
Andrea Parrott, .a professoi ning to his ·frat house, he pro- David and Mary returned to 
from <Cornell and John Simon a ceeded to invite her up to his the stage in character so the au-
member of the Ithaca Men's Net- room. A very passive Mary Jen- dience could give them both 
work. introduced and narrated nings said no to David's initia- some advice. ·They both Iisten-
1he play. They began with a - tions, however he "thought" she ed and discussed their feelings 
discussion on the differences meant yes, and yet another date openly. David felt he had dorie 
between passive, aggressive. rape occured. nothing wrong and Mary felt she 
and assertive re.'lrtions in both The audience was then invited must have led him on. 
sexual and non-sexual situa- to comment on the scene. Toe Toe scene was again perform-
tions. After leading the audience consensus was anger, fustration ed, yet Mary became more 
to think about particular_ in- and fear from both men and assertive. She talked openly 
This article by no means ~·· 
allows me to give this informa-
tion justifiable attention. If you 
want more information DON'T 
·HESITATE to contact either the 
Cornell Health center, the Ithaca 
College counseling Center, or 
Planned Parenthood. 
• 
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~- lth·aca C_ollege theatre ~ill :open 
8y Marney Pam~ - ·- - liunilla-Mallory-Jonrs, a gu~i". - the proouclioo. - · -· is in a diner located in covert, a . volved are equally mportant 
· · • · artist !fl the thea,re arts, has col~ 5elco and everyone involved small town near Ithaca. It tak~ and unique to its outcome. 
From Tuesaay, · October 7 · laborated ~ students to aeate in this production are very ex- , an interesting loo~ at the sola Tickets may be purchased at 
tt;irough saturday, October u · the entire dialogue and play. · cited about the future success of system, life on other lane~.,: the Dillingham Box Office. Get ; 
Uhaca COiiege Theatre will open Mary Bethi'kauter '87, ~ student this Jtl)aca College creation. In· and the theory that t re is on y · your tickets early because it will: 
-with its presentation of One actress ih,tt}e original improvisa- January, an American College , one trillionth of ape nt chance be shown in the arena and 
Trlllionth of P,ercmt. The Direc- tional exercises, des¢bes her Theatre Festival will be held on that life may ist in this space will be limited. Come see 
tor Amo 5elco has· chosen a involvemenf as "very exciting . campus. It is a national contest universe. this mysterious Ithaca College 
new and original ·1ihaca College: because we all put a lot of'. which will detennine the play's The play continues to explore original and judge for yourself 
production which has never ourselves into the characters. It's chances of becoming a major how eight people are affected the unique talents of fellow 
.before been performed really an· ensemble piece.·· theatrical production. by a flying saucer. There are no Ithaca College students. · 
anywhere. _ . _ Raqt¢r portrays Stacy _Bridle in These~ of most of the play main ~ers; al!. the actors in-
Stillwater welcomes all writers· 
photographs, drawi~. ~d "stap~ to beui,£ perfect bound, department, but th~ staff hopes . . will each get a feature section for By Seth Kornfeld 
Have you ever written 
anything, a poem, a short story, 
that you are proud of and would 
like to have published? If your 
answer is 'yes'. then you should 
consider submitting your work 
to the Ithaca College literary 
magazine,5'dllwater. Stillwater 
Magazine, funded through the 
writing center, is publ5hed ooce 
every semester and contains 
various pieces of literature writ-
ten by both students and 
teachers here. The magazine is 
,iot just liJ!lited !O written work; 
1 graphics are also printed and are the way most paperback books th!', year to generate inte~est _ their work _to be prilJfed along 
encouraged to be submitted. . are bound. Finally, the staff froin all walks of life. with their photograph ·and a 
The appearance of the hopes to include more 'We're really excited about - _short biography, Stillwater also 
magazine is undergoing some photQgraphs and illustrations. Stillwater expanding and diver- hopes to invite a writer who has _ 
major changes at the moment. The main reason for all of these sifying and making it a respected had work published to submit 
First of all, the size of the changes is to make St/Jlwater . publication on campus ac- something to the mag~e. 
magazine is changing from eight more like a book than a : cessable to students from music Therefore if you" are interested 
and a half by eleven inches magazine. to physical therapy; says Susan in doing something for Stillwater, 
(standard magazine size) to five 'We hope the changes in the Heyd, managing editor of the ' . you can submit from now until 
and a half by eight and a half in- magazine will increase not only JTlagazine. October 24th. Make sure to in-
ches. This is so there won't be the level of writing, but also the one way Stillwater hopes to elude your name, ~dress, and 
as much space between each quality,' says Allan Hoey, ad- spark interest is by having a phone number. Material should 
writing, tht5 giving the magazine visor to Stillwater Magazine. 'Featrne Writer' section. A writer, be brought to Gannett 126. There 
a fuller effect. 5eoondly, the type In the past, most of the sub- phot<>graplier, and artist stibrriit- will also be a meeting on oc-
of ~ding will be changed fro~ missions were from the writ~ ting outstandin~ bodies of work ·tober 9th, 7:00pm in Gannett 126. 
I,: it "·sr~RQSH- HASHANNAH, 5747 Manhunter· October 3-4-5 
. Services- in Muller Chapel #A Miami. Vice, _replica 
• By Stacey HIii Graham JS an FBI forensic m- · - . 
. - -- . - vestigator who has taken leave • . . d. , 
"Miami Vice" influences from to enjoy life with his wife, ·por-. ,es~ th~ sadistic m_ur ~r J Friday: 6:30 p.m. 
the style_ of music to the b!unt. trayed· by Kirn Greist, and his ·desire to ~lice herup c:15 he had 
, gore, which ,makes you shrivel son The story line is ever-so- ~:tone to ~ other ytctims. Saturday: 10:00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.,8:00 p.m. Sunday: TBA at Saturday service · "-'/P.JIZ-..i in your seat covering your eyes. co~n when Graham is call- As far as the movie's style is 
Using the constantly motivated ed back t~ work to assist in solv- concerned, if you like "Miami 
southern Atlanta compared to ing a grotesque murder sweep Vice" you'll lov~ "Manhunter". 
th~ fS pace~ ~ity_ ?f Miami hitting Atlanta The investigation ffi=====================a:5=====:::5=================E555;:=~~~~~~ 
L'SHANA TOVA - HAPPY NEW YEAR 
bongs the sumlanties even revolves around a young blind 
closer. girl, who is a potential victim of 
The book . Red Dragon by the merciless attempts on her 
Thomas Harns was the support life by Tom Noonan Joan Allen 
E·.gbert ~Union Clleck ~ashing Se_rvic·e. 
behind this fllm starring Wdliam _ · · -
L. Petersen as W.111 Graham. plays the young woman. who 
ACC 
Entertainment, Worth Staying Home For! 
NEW POLICY ·ON TAILGATING 
AT ITHACA COLLEGE 
Effective October 1, 1986 
• CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL IS PROHIBITED IN 
PARKING LOTS F, G AND H (AND ADJACENT AREAS) 
While A Football Game Is In Progress 
And During Half Time. 
• KEGS OR BEERIBALLS ARE(PROHIBITED IN 
PARKING LOTS F, G AND H (AND ADJACENT AREAS) 
At Any Time 
-. 
, , ~,. .: ...... _.,, - •' f_ 
- . 
Hours· of Operation: 
Mon-Fri 
·Saturday 
Sunday 
10:30am-9pm 
10:30am-8pm 
lpm-6pm 
., You must present a valid picture ID 
•Limit $50 per student/day 
• Also ava1/able in .the Union Annex area 
. Citizens Savings Bank &. Marine Midland ATM's 
Make ·MOneyMatic 
ypur Day and 
Night Bank 
MoneyMatic is the fast. easy way to 
bank any time, any day, and there's 
one near you. 
All you need to use MoneyMatic" 
is a CashCard, the banking card 
that's yours for the _asking along with 
a Marine checking or . . _ · · 
statement. savings account.. xJ . · 
Ask for your CashCard at .#11 f · · 
any branph 'today. - : ' 
,;I• 
, ::- . . . - ... • . .,?··.::- ..... ·., ....... _ .. --~~/",···.J:... ...... : .... ".;. !:;, 
, ·EXJSTING COLLEGE POLICV.-·PROf.flBIJING'POSSESSION~DEALCOHOE; \ 
~ MARINE M10LAN0 BANK;W.,.; ~ 8 JUDD FALLS ROAD · 
P.O. BOX 246 1 • , .. •, ", , ' • (f J ._ • "' ' • • • ..J • -: ) .• • • .: :,. ,. • , :• ~, t; " 
_:: IN THE FOOTBALL STADIUM ATANY TIME WILL aE:.ENFORCEQ. ' ITHACA, NEW YORK 14851 27 3-5384 
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Ensem~le _play Ford Hall · 
By Susan Feather however, they finish~ the piece dissonant combination of mter- sweet flute duet undersoored by balanced enough traditional har· 
The I.C. Wind Ensemble on a fo~e. as their 5tr~ngth vats and syncopation to sue- · soft tones of deep brass. mo!lies with modern ex-
began its program on a shaky showed m the louder ending. cessfully portray the anxieties of 'Southwestern sketches· por- penments to overcome those 
note on Friday night, but once Apparen~ly the ensemble had a traffic jam. The change from ·rrayed, Adler described as the biases. 
warmed up, crescendoed to a been working hard~r on the rest. night to day was not a typical rest of the ensemble returned to Mr. Winther returned to con-
dramatic and exciting finale. of_ the pro~. ~hich was cer- slow breaking of dawn, but a the stage, 'the wild beauty that duct the final piece, 'La Fiesta 
conductor. Rodney K. Winther tamly no dISappomtment. When s~de~xplosion of snare changes so fast.· It was a fast Mexican:' a three-movement 
handed over the baton to Guest Mr. Adler ~ntere~ the stage to drums and low brass that took moving collage of the areas celebrat10n of the Mexican 
composer _and Conductor conduct h~ :A LittleJNight _and the audience by surprise. around New Mexico. Unfor- religi9us heritage. The array of 
samuel Adler, who conducted D~y Music· the previous · About half the ensemble re- tunately, the picoolos had begun emotions moved from the 
his own three pieces of ttie five · m~takes could be forgiven. mained on stage for five in- to lose their pitch slightly and frenetic Aztec Dancers to the 
in the concert. · Wntte~ in 1_97!, this exercis_e in struinental pieces from . :~e the highter notes made ~ome solemn ~thedral ~~. back to 
The opening piece, Grand opposites imit~ted the vanous rorce of Credulity', taken trom members of the audience the .passtonate fnmhty of the 
·March, 'OCCident'et orient', is a sounds and fee~ng.sof_alargeci-· Adler's and Dr. Jerald Graue·s squirm just a bit. Still, the piece carnival. The entrance to the 
mid-19th century concert march ty fr~m the quiet eeneness of rewritten version of the first was well-performed and the au- Mass was especially effective as 
originally written by camme the night to the ·madness· of the American Opera. originally writ- dience cheered its approval as the tolling of the bells literally 
saint-Saens. The ensemble day. Ad!~r depended ~ot only ten in 1767 by Andrew Barton. Mr. Adler left \he stage. Despite s~ounded the audience from 
seemed to have some intona- ~n trad1t1onal ~arm~_!11es and The second of the five, 'Roman-. this reviewer's aversion to 20th chunes placed on ~t~ sides of 
tion problems in the softer paris; :hYthms, but also deman~ed a za (The Race Horse)', leature'?f a century classitat · pieces, Adler the ~ck ?f the aud1tonum. Th~ 
1001 West State St. 
272-19SO 
· L/L'MERCS 1m,,1wrn1,,1,01n 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
11 am to l 
BUFFALO STYLE W!!S 
?!2·.~.::_.-.•1;,-~i:..~··········~·-!····i·············-····. 
Choice of 10 sauces 
Every day FOOTBALL WING AND PIZZA SPECIAL. 
40 w,na, 12 95 20wings 8 95 
large, P1zz.1 (1 item) Small P,zza (1 ,,~ml 
'1M •. Z'l :n12· PIZZA ~m.a,m~., 
PLAIN; ~MALL - S• ~q l,.\.RCE - b }II 
WEEKLY WING SPECIAL 
30 WINGS $6.29 
o;i,verv fr()l'l111 JO ·1i1 closin1 - SS trun ordf'r 
• N'onunal de-livery !h,11rae, outsick- deolrver, •'""' 
2S' check ch•rae - Prices subJt'Ct to chtlntf' 
OPEN BUDGET 
MEETING 
Friday, October 10 
CAMP.US COMMUN.ITV 
INVITED 
4:00pm - 5:00pm 
F-306 
This is YOUR opportunity to ~aise 
questi~ns and· make suggestions on 
the· preparation of the 1987·88 
Budget. 
· : carnival included some trad1-
p;u:5.s,liSS~n.1;:qn3mq~.,.;u:~~ tional--Mexican-style motifs as 
Worried About 
AIDS? 
For referral or 
assistance, call the 
N.Y.S. 
Health Department's 
AIDS Hotline 
1-800-462-1884 
TOLL-FREE & 
CONFIDENTIAL 
the ensemble danced its way 
through to an exciting 
conclusion. 
Guest Conductor Samuel 
Adler has been a professor of 
composition at Eastman School 
of Music since 1966, and Chair· 
man of the Composition Depart-
ment since 1974. His catalog in-
cludes over 275 published 
works and his credits are a 
seemingly endless list, including 
three honorary Doctorate 
degrees and the Anny's Medal 
of Honor. His works have been 
performed by a wide variety of 
organizations all over the world. 
His most recent accomplish-
ment is the 'Distinguished Alum-
ni Award' from Boston Universi-
ty earlier this year. He spent two 
days here working with music 
students in master classes and 
composition. 
NEED 
A PLACE 
TO STUDY? 
RESERVED 
STUDENT STUDY AREAS 
ARE AVAILABLE IN-
FRIENDS BALL 
ROOMS 210, 301, 
302,307 
SUNDAY-SATURDAY 
9:00 PM - MIDNIGHT 
FALL '86 
:-W·· 
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A variety of music for all 
Ithaca Students to enjoy 
By Stephen Hansen 
Hey Beachhead! Are you tired 
of long barroom lines, music 
that's just too loud, and one-
liners straight from a bubble gum 
wrapper? WeU there's nothing 
like the Ithaca experience, but 
there's a place here that is 
seldom heard of by lthacans or 
its oollege students. 1brough. _out 
each week it plays host to some 
of the finest coUege entertain-
ment and artists from across the 
nation. 1here's room to accom-
modate ou and our friends. 
' 
and it's perhaps the finest place 
in Ithaca to entertain your 
parents when they come to visit. 
This club never runs the same 
show twice and leaves its 
customers with plenty to talk 
about. 
If youfo not dying to know 
what this place is caUed and, 
where it can be located, then 
read no further. The price of ad-
mission is of interest. Yes, to get 
into this club you must be in-, 
terested enough to watch the. 
announcement section of the 
Ithacan for infQnnatipn on 
GET A TAN 
IN 
ITHACA 
shQ_ws and~~- 'J!le Pl~e ~ 
the Ford HaD Auditorium, and it 
is located right here on the Ithaca 
COiiege campus. Its entertain-
ment is free and open to the. 
public with upbeat per-
formances over in time to catch 
that downtown pink elephant. 
. With great shows and artists· 
from around the country, Ford' 
· Hall has something to offer 
everyone. SO consult the an-
nouncement section of this 
paper for information on dates 
and times of public per-
formances each week. 
FEATURING 
UVA Sunbeds 
With a .. 
Facial Tanner & 
Stereo within 
each bed. 
5 Sessions for $20.00 
iii 
C 
Sl 
J 
... 
D 
r. 
Offer Expires October 9, 1986 
~J~~lf:~s!f 
Clinton West Plaza M-F B-9, Sat. 10-1, 
Sun. Dy appt. 
·:. :·..,_ .... -. 
pam1,:iys 
on the commons 
t, 
October); 1986 
----·-----· ------- -
Guest condllctor Samuel Adler explains his works to the audience before 
condu&ting three of hif oieces in Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Giant Cotton T-Shirts .... $ 4.00 
Overcoats ....................... $30.00 
River Shirts .................... $10.00 · 
Sports Coats .................. $15.00 
103 Dryden Rd. Collegetown 
273-8200 
HBO Hit Movies 
Agnes of God 
. All The Rivers Run 
\ The Aviator 
:· . Bachelor Por,y 
' BlindRage 
Body Double 
" Ceos.eF1re 
Ci,yHear 
;z Def..Con4 
't -:::,~~forond rhe Devils 
~· Elem 
:.< Florido Straits 
fraternity Vacot1on 
The Grear Muppe! Caper 
The Heavenly Kid 
-· The Holcroh Covenanr 
The Initiation 
Jaggei:tfdge 
L1tetorce 
Little Drummer Gari 
losing lt 
love letters 
Maxie 
Murrow 
Nol for Publicor1on 
,. 
Life of The Porty: 
The S1ory of Beoh',ce 
Little Treasure 
love and larceny 
The Man wi!h One Re<i Shoe 
Mato Hor, 
Moxie 
Morons from Ou1er Space 
My Science Pro1ect 
NigM of rhe Comer 
A Nightmare on Elm S1ree1 
., HBO Family 
Fomily Showcose 
Fraggle Rock 
': Oldfnough 
The Oppos,te Sex 
PoleR,der 
Perfect T1m1ng 
v Advice to Lovelorn 
Android 
Bye Bye Birdie 
The Corn is Green 
Door to Door 
Forbidden 
lies My Father Told Me 
Reno and the Doc 
Rhinestone 
Royal Wedding 
Sphinx 
To F,nd My Son 
The Phtladelphio Expo .. men! 
Platinum Blonde 
Pr,zzi·s Honor 
A Raisin 1n the Sun 
Re-An1maror 
Reckless 
Remo W1ll10ms· The Adventure 
Beg,ns 
Revenge of the Nerds 
Rock 'n" Roll. The Early Dovs 
She 
The Shocking Miss P1lgr1m 
Skyh19h H80 QMjnaJ The Spirol Stoirco,e 
·~ Storman Programming The Stotue of L1berry 
America Undercover Stephen King's Cot's Eye 
Vttrd,ct: Wrong Man A Test of Love 
Buddy Hacken II Tigers 1n lipstick 
r Flashback. Fire ar 1he Time Bomb 
Cocoonut Grove To 51,, W1lh Love 
HBO tn1erv1ew Tommy 
The H1tchh1ker Too Scored 10 Scream 
\.1onel Q1d11e TheMoJc,ng of Trancers 
"Dancing on the Ce,1,r,g" 2010 
The Movie Makers Victory 
Nor Necessarily the News A View to A Kill 
The Prince's Trus1 V1s1on Quest 
All-Ster Rock Concert The Woll 
Really Weird Toles Wild Geese JI 
Robin W1lhoms Women 1n Love 
'60s Reunion/Bill Graham The Bride 
·• Oh. God! You Devil 
Oxford Blues 
Places in the Heorr 
Porky's Revenge 
The Protector 
~ Night at the F,llmore Cal1formo Suite 
.;;.-.,. _______ 1""1111111...i ~~~~o~~~f:
1
~:osons 
• I : Eddie and/Cruisers 
The Razor"s Edge 
Red Dawn 
Remo W1ll1oms· Adventure 
Begins 
Return of the l1v1ng Dead 
Richard Pryor live on The 
Sunset Strip 
,, Srlverado 
.. Slaepoway Comp 
Songwriter 
Sph!lmage 
Stand Alone 
Sh'1pes 
~~ Sunset Strip 
Supergnl 
Teen Waif 
The Terminator 
Thunder Alley 
Transylvon10 6-5000 
Until September 
"" Volunteers 
Bad New,, Bears ,n Breaking 
Trainmg 
;' BeSt Revenge 
, -..Fraggle Rock Gobo's Discovery 
:, HBOShcwccise "86 , 
Yuri Nruenko, KGB -
Pr1va1e Resor! 
SectetAdffurer 
Video Jukebox 
Moviason 
CINEMAX 
Altered Srotes 
Avalanche 
Bock to Bataan 
The Bedford Incident 
Beer 
Better Off Dead 
Cannery Row 
CHUO 
Coup de Tete 
Cover Girl 
Creator .. 
Creature 
Creepshow 
Cry Rope I 
Dalio, 
Diamond Horseshoe 
El Condor 
FonnyH1II 
Goodbye, Ernmonuelle 
Gymkaro 
An Indecent Obsession 
J1m Thorpe -- All American 
Lodyhawks 
My Blue Heaven 
T,he Profess1onols 
The Purple Rose of Ca,ro 
Richard Pryor l 1ve ,n Concert 
Ship ol Foots 
The F,nal Countdown 
Flerch 
For! Apache MAX Ong" inal 
The French Woniari o....,.. __ ..;;;:_ 
The Gaunllet • •"lf"~IIIHing 
... OstbiJ~s,ers larid ,. Cmemax Comedy Exper,menr 
eat'Ca,henne > Bur Seriously Folks 
aavenly Bodies Crazy Abour the Movie, 
ollywcod Gho51 Sror,.,. ~ ;::;;1/rf;.~f:::~~l~~I~,: 
. Jnla. lhe Nigh! The Ma~ Heodroom Show 
Jaggea Edge· Ma,cTra, 
1he Jigsaw Man fh" Mav,e Show 
Joshua Then & Now Jleal Buddy Holly sro~ . )(ind Hearts & rn•on,els •-- L nds . ' 
_ , , , r- -"""'"""'"'"°.,..~en ege : Gor,:Coope,; 
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Dav~d erupts collegiate crossword 
By Nancy Pracht 
on september 30, DaVid Lee 
Roth hit Buffalo's War Memorial 
Auditorium and played a 2 hour 
concert to a sold-out crowd. 
Dave began his show with "Shy 
Boy" off of his Eat 'em~ Smile 
album. _The althletic· moves of 
Roth began on note one and 
continued through songs from 
his two solo.LP's and eight "old" 
van Halen songs, including · 
··Panama", " Chain", "Pretty 
woman" and "Ice Cream Man··. 
During a solo period in which 
Steve Vai (guitarist) <i!!d Billy 
Sheehan _(bass, who is a native 
of Buffalo and was honored by 
the city's mayor, who named 
the aay on his behalf), Roth was 
missing from the stage for close 
to 20 minutes. Most fans figured 
Dave would return with a war-
painted face or as the fat Picas.so 
brother. Neither was the case. 
He appeared suddenly on an 
elevated platform located near 
the !ear of the au~torl~_ behind 
the light and sound boards. Roth· 
looked like a caged animal with 
b~s and guards surrounding 
him. The crowd loved it, but 
were amazed by his entrance. 
DaVid Lee had been placed in a 
coffin to get to and from the plat-
form in order to avoid contact 
with his adoring fans. 
David Lee Roth was called 
back for two encores. "Jump" 
was played for the first encore, 
from the Van Halen "1984" 
album and Roth ended the con-
cert with "California Girls". After 
the last song commenced, the 
stage was lit with lights spelling 
DAVID LEE ROTH. 
Cinderella opened up for 
DLR's tremendous show. It 
would have been nice to have 
understood half of the words. 
sung by this heavy-metal band: 
The two songs that captured the 
audience's attention were 
"Nobody's Fool" (their latest 
MTV release) and their finale of 
"~hake It". 
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© Edward Julius 
Ska played at Haunt 
By Brad Klein 
Last Friday night at the Haunt 
a little-known band from Boston 
kicked off their first ever nation 
wide tour in a high steppin · 
fashion. Bim Skala Bim perform-
ed two strong sets before an 
energetic audience which came 
10 see a form of music known as 
ska. 
From its origins in Jamaica in 
the -early 1000:s, -ska evolved 
from many different musi~al 
styles. Swing and-R&B rhythn1s 
were transformed with syn-
copated beats while the brass 
section stepped up and took the 
lead. Perf armers such as Price 
Buster, the Skatilites, the 
Pioneers and Desmond Decker 
helped ska gain popularity 
throughout the decade until fur-
ther experimenting with the 
music transformed it into reggae. 
Ska had a revival in Great Bri-
tain in the late '70's. Groups such 
a~ The Sf!ecials, The (E~glish) 
Beat, Selector and Madness 
(who, incidentally, broke up two 
weeks ago) picked up the "rude 
boy" beat and popularized it for 
both bla.ck and white youths. 
Today in England, ska is once 
again trying to be revived. 
Groups like The Jumpin 
,Jehosiferts and The Potatoe 5 
have returned to the stage to 
keep the beat moving. Bim 
Skala Bim 's performance prov-
ed ska is still alive and kicking in 
America. 
Collegiate CW84-2 
ACROSS 
Answers 
to last 
week's 
.puzzle 
43 Beginning for fire IO Pacino and Hirt 
or ball II Newer film versions 
1 Con men 44 Radiate 12 Flower parts 
7 Hanns the repu- 45 Tenninal listings 14 Beginning (2 wds.) 
tat ion of (abbr.) 15 - job 
13 Old-world songbird 46 Peacock blue 20 - celebre 
14 Headliners to be 47 Miss Barrett 23 Arctic natives 
16 Sock selection 48 Siamese (var.) 25 Malign 
17 Charm 49 Of a planet path 27 Opponent of Caesar 
18 Government agency 5Z Jazz ending 28 Twelve dozen 
(abbr.) ~3 Cdpsize (abbr.) 
19 Coops up 55 f',arrying 31 Essence of the 
21 One of a Latin trio ~7 Taskmaster matter 
_ .22 Gargantuan 58 Swagger 33 State name word 
24 Son of Zeus ~'l "Untouchables" char-34 Contaminate 
25 Make oblique acter, and family 35 Group of travelers 
26 Seine sunmers 60 Social refonner 36 Back: Fr. 
27 Skips class . Margaret - 39 Sighing and sobbing 
-·2s Valley 40 College course 
29 Homework need DOWN 41 Totter 
30 " - 1 i ve and 43 British swords 
breathe" 1 Didn't go together 45 - smasher 
31 - roots 2 Hairy 46 Remove branches 
32 Meaning 3 Takes on 49 Elevator man 
35 Bit part 4 Even one 50 Rock music 
37 Word with mask or 5 Prefix for vision equipment 
meter 6 British gun 51 Zhivago's love 
38 Dictionary offer- 7 Rocket·sections 54 Football positions 
ings (abbr.) 8 Men (abbr.) 
42 In a line 9 Goddess of discord 56 Flo 
i ·DOSJJl~ i gcpaapp . 6,o-~-t.t 
--A J;{,,dis a terrible thing to wa~e.--
: ·P,RESENTS Gr~at Special.s 
: 
i 
t:=!f=.=~===:a~==a,:=~ 
$Dollar$ $Hap·py$ $Hour$ 
Every Night From 11 :OOpm Ti/ 1 :OOam 
$1.00 Mixed drinks$ 1.00 16o't. drafts $2.00 Giant Margaritas 
Serving Food Until 12:30am 
,CZ »¢ k w ) 
AND 
Every Afternoon 
$1.99 Monday thru Friday 2-4pm $1.99 
All you can eat salad bar plus great drink spec~als _ 
Also, enjoy your favorite.,ABC Soap Operas with fnends 
, a, ac w , a 
tA~O MONDAYS 
The Madness Starts at 5:00 ant!, goes on all night 
_ $4.95 
All you can eat Chicken J.J:ings 5 Ti/ 12:30a_m 
Dollar Happy Hour All Night Long 5:00 Ti/ 1:00am 
Monday Night Football starts at 9:00 
106 W. Green St 
JUST OFF niE COM?vtONS 
272-8393 
OPEN 11:30-1:00 am Monday Thru Saturday 4:00pm-1:00am S~nday 
: 
"The Roommate" by San A. Tarium 
It's 2 a.m. You just finished your third f!)Ot of coffee. An' 
empty box of twinkies overflows with the crumpled at-
tempt-of "How Rome Was Bui1t In A Day." You pan the 
room, your blurry-eyed vision scanning the remains of 
half~ten pizzas, countless bottles of consumed No-
Doze, to rest upon - The Roommate - blissfully sleeping 
with neatly-typed term paper tucked under the pillow. 
In your delerium you find your writer's-cramped fingers 
locked tightly around your roommate's neck. Shaking 
wildly, you scream, "I can't take it anymore! What's your 
secret?" With one eye opening slowly, looking into the 
crazed roommate's face, the secret was calmly re-
vealed ... "lt's simple. Sound body. sound mind." 
Free T-shirts 
while supply 
lasts! CITY-CLUB 
Specializing In Student Stress Relief. 
~ 402 W:Green:St 273-8300 
FREE TRIAL WORKOUT 
Semester 
Discount 
NAUTILUS • EAGLE • AEROBICS • tONING ~ JACUZZI • SAUNAS • TANNING 
• FREE WEIGHTS 
DISCOUNT COUPONS IN GREENBACKS, CAMPUS CONNEcnoN, TELEPAGES 
,., 
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· .ware in 22nd y·ear at IC 
~Y Brian Wendry cros.s country coach. Now in his fifth yar as the head 
The men's and womens head After arriving in Ithaca, ware cross country coach, Ware has 
Cross Country coach Bill ware, spent sixteen years as I.e. 's put together an excellent 51-5 
is currer.tly in his 22nd year at men's varsity swimming coach · record. He helped build the 
Ithaca college. Born ·in Buffalo, and one year coaching the womens team when he took 
his involvement in sports began womens swim team as well. over the program and started out 
two men Ware says "We pro-
bably have the best staff in the 
country for Division Ill because 
of these guys". coach Ware 
likes to talk about track and his 
runners and is very enthusiastic 
about this young team's future. 
Given the talent of the runners, 
ware and his coaching staff, it 
would be safe to say that he and 
lthara College ooss country will 
be contenders for a long time. 
when he joined his high school From 1967-77 Ware was also at with only five women runners. · 
track team. Ware's brother was the helm of the mens lacrosse For the past two years the mens I C a · 
the better athlete in the family as team and compiled an im- and womens teams have had . _ r e y I e W 
he set school records in vaulting pres.sive 81-37 record while win- undefeated dual meet records. 
and also winning the half mile ning one ECAC title, one ICAC ti- The womens team _has placed 
his freshman year. At Cortland tie and fave Nonhem N.Y. Cham- third the past two years at the . from page 15 
state, ware played lacrosse and pionships. Before taking over Divisiol!__l~}'l~ti(!nal Champion- Ithaca. 
swam. ware then went 00 to the the Cross country team, Ware ships while the men took nth Finally this past Sunday in Buf-
University of Indiana to earn his spent a year doing solely ad- overall last year. falo, the Bombers continued 
Masters degree in Physical ministrative duties as the GIPPE This season, ware attributes their winning ways by sweeping 
F.ducation. He was also an as.sis- director. However. he didn't much of the team's success to a twin bill from Buffalo as well. 
rant swimming coach there for a know what to do with his new- the coadling help he has reciev- In the first game, Brian DeLola 
year. Returning~. Ware spent ly found spare time. According ed. Jim Nichols is now the assis- struck out five batters in yet 
five years at Eastridge High to Ware. "I was kind of bored, tant Cros.s country coach and another complete game victory 
school in Rochester where he I'd go to soccer practices and the also the head Mens and for IC's pitching staff. In the se-
put together a 87-7 record as the mens and womens soccer Womens track coadl. Also help- cond game it took Ithaca 17 inn-
head swimming coach. He also games, field hockey and all the ing out the program is a graduate ings to finally earn a &5 win. 
had status as a J.V. football football games and timed the assistant from Villanova, Pete IC's Chris Gill pitched nine in-
coach, assistant track coach.~d varsity home games." carroll. With the. help of these nings of strong relief out of the 
Sp.1kers w·1n at home ~~~~u~~1:a~i:i~:r~hi~~ included striking out the side 
. · _ four innings in a row. Duell pit-
By Mlk O vld - After that first match, coach fortunately, the IC comeback ched the last four innings and 8 8 son Jane Jacobs watched her squad came up short in the deciding struck out seven more Bulls. In 
in thirteen innings. iJave Ferrara 
picked up the game - winning 
RBI in the 17th inning. 
JV Football 
Over at comell last Friday the 
JV Foott>a.11 team was beaten by 
a score of 36-10. COmell ran back 
two interceptions for 
touchdowns . to seal the 
Bomber's fate. IC quarterback 
Tom Pasquale connected with 
receiver scott van Dyke nine 
times for 154 yards. IC's other 
QB, Jim Gibbons. threw five of 
eight completed passes for 82 
yards and arso kicked a 24-yard 
field goal. COmell ended up with 
377 total yards for the game. 
Last weekend, the women's. 
volleyball team hosted its own 
Ithaca COiiege Clas.sic and won 
easily. The tournament featured 
teams from Allegheny, Keuka 
COilege, Pace University and 
run over the rest of the fie1~ game when COmell won 17-15. - all, IC relievers fanned 26 batters 
without losing-another-game. 1111111-------------------------------~ Setter cathy Franz teamed up 
Clark University. 
The squad from Clark Univer -
sity gave the Bombers their 
toughest competition of the 
weekend in the very first match. 
At the outset of the match, it 
looked like IC was in for a 
blowout as the Bombers took 
the first game of the match 15-2. 
However, Clark regrouped and 
came back strong in the second 
game, winning ll-15. In the third 
and decisive game of the match 
IC was victorious by a score of 
15-10. 
with spikers Adrian Warstadt 
and Sue Stocum in victories 
over Pace 15-5, 15-8 and Keuka 
15·8, 15-1. These wins put the · 
Bombers in the best 3 out of 5 
game championship match 
where IC met up with Clark 
again. However. this time the 
Bombers handled them easily 
winning 15-5, 15-11, . 15-1. The 
team's record now is 8-2 after 
losing a heartbreaker at comell. 
COmell almost put away Ithaca 
in the early stages by winning 
the first two games easily I0-15 
and 6-15. However. IC came 
back strong in games three and 
four winniAA 15-6 both times. Un-
Alfred at I.C. 
_ from .page 16 
,_ season. Defensively, Alfred 
should be tough as well. The 
team recovered two fumbles 
and picked off five passes in last 
week's game. 
Still, the powerful Bombers 
should be able to handle the 
Currently. he is in founh place 
tied with Bill Bryant with 57 
receptions. Finally, the Bombers 
have won 25 of their last 28 
games, dating back to 1983, for 
a .892 winning percentage. 
Saxons. "!The weekofO allowed------------.. 
· some of our nagging bumps and 
bruises to heal and gave the 
players a good break," Butter-
field said. 
All eyes will be on splitend 
Gt>,-0rge Mack during the game as 
he continues to move up on the 
Bombers all-time rec~i~ng list. 
SINGING TELEGRAM 
wild, witty, warm, wonderful. A 
special surpme tbey'O never forget! 
273-4175 
. ,,, ................ -
Fed Up ~i~h Face Time i 
]Oln ... 
CDC : 
• Collegiate Dating Club 
Serving Cornell University 
Ithaca College 
and Wells College 
Low Membership Fee: 
One Semester: $10 
One Scholastic Year: $15 
Call for free information: 
277-6193 
••••••••••••••• 
L ·1• ff Let M~rcs 
Call the plays 
at your next party 
Everyday 
Football 
Specials 
.. o s 129s Wings & 
lg. 1 item pi:no 
20 
Wings & 
Sm. I Item pizza 
,, FREE DELIVERY 
Hmi1,d arH • rninit11u111 15 o"'*' 
1 001 W. State St. 
272-1950 
1-: > • .,..,·.,_.,.."L1.-:r.•.s.._~ ... l ~ ••••••• , , , .,, ,. • • 
BUDWEISER .. KING OF BEERSe•~HEUS~R·BUSCH. INC •ST. LOUIS 
•• ··, ~ t,.. •• l •• , _ .... 1. • t ,: ~ I I J f 1 '" • ; t I O ' ' • , • I { j f I 
- ----------- -·· -------- --
----- ----- ------------- . 
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• If! 
'fl'IE ITMACA'N ·ts 
omen win at Cortland 
B 
FALL BREAK BUSES 1 
New York City 
Port Au(hority 
Long Island 
Roosevelt 
Field 
·$'40.00 · 
Roundtrip 
·Departure: 
-3:00p.m. Wednesday, October 15 
OR 
·9:00a.m. Thurs~ay October 16. 
Sign-up in SAB office!! 
Limited Seats A vailab! e 
86-man field of runners was 
John Benson at 26:13.5. The 
other top 20 finisher for IC was 
Mike Griffith at 26:16.8. Dave 
O'Connor also ran well for the 
Bombers as he finished 21St. 
This weekend the women's 
team will defend their number 
one ranking at the LeMoyne In-
vitational where the men's team 
TBE 
BOMBER SPECIA~ 
1. CALL ROGAN'S BETWEEN 6 
AND 10 pm AND MENTION THE 
.. BOMBER PIZZA COUPON ... 
2 PRESENT THIS COUPON AND 
RECEIVE I FREE TOPPING FOR 
EACH ONE YOU BUY. 
NOT VAUQ IF 11-IA T'S RIGHT: 
COUPON IS NOT 2 f 1 
MENTIONED WHEN or TOPPINGS 
ORDERING 4 for 2 .......,,..... TOPPINGS 
6 for 3 TOPPINGS 
YOU GET TI-IE PICTURE 
* 4 FREE COKES WITH LARGE PIZZA 
* 2 FREE COKES WITH SMALL PIZZA 
* FREE PIZZA DELIVERY 
-IC'sPiiii-Boiiai-
I I I I I 
I I 
••111a1aw I I I I I I 
,----.a.1.-- 'l'OGO ---LL----, 
.,, 
I 
I ROGAN'S CORNER I I I I I 
I BOMBER SPECIA-L I I I 
.I I 
I I 
I 
·· ..LCOUPON} I I r------------ --------~ I I I I I I I 
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·Soccer keeps winning 
Ithaca CoUege socce., player Chris Persons and an Alfred University op-
1 ponent go head to head in last Sajurday 's game. Ithaca scored late in the 
! _. second half and held on for victorv 1-0. 
!' IC vs Alf red 
J _ By Mike Davidson secutive, home opener victory 
The Bombers football team. 
ranked number one in the latest 
upstate New York college foot-
ball poll, will host the undefeated 
Alfred Saxons this saturday in 
the team's home opener. The 
· ·Bombers, who were idle last 
· week, should be well-rested and 
ready for Alfred. ov~rall, IC 
leads Alfred 17-9-2 in their career 
games versus one another in-
cluding last · year's 42-12 
whiteWcN'I of the saxons. Also, 
IC-will be lookina for its fifth con-
.. f •• 
I~ 
when Alfred comes to town. 
According to head coach Jim 
Butterfield, however, the 
Bombers should not take the 
game lightly. "Any team that is 
scoring the number of points · · 
that Alfred is has to be a solid 
football team," he said, referring 
to the 69 points Alfred scored 
last week when the saxons 
shutout Ramapo. Alfred's 
quarted:>ackwill be Paul McDon-
nell who has thrown for 431 
yards and three ]'D's so far this 
Su Football page U 
By Mike Davidson 
The men's soccer team pick-
ed up two wins this week and 
improved its record to s-3. 
This past saturday IC hosted 
ICAC rival Alfred in muddy field 
conditions and came away with 
a hard-fought 1-0 shutout over 
the Saxons. For most of the 
game it was a battle of the · 
defenses as neither team could 
penetrate on offense. The first 
half saw a lot of kickball and not 
many scoring opportunities as 
most of the action occurred at 
midfield. 
The second half was much of 
the same thing as the defenses 
for both teams would not fold. It 
was not until 16:23 of the second 
half that Ithaca scored the win-
ning goal. Sophomore Mike 
Neelon scored the goal on a feed 
from sophomore Jacques 
Scholten. The game, however, 
was not without excitement 
1 because these two rival teams 
I looked like they were out for 
blood. Both teams must have 
· been seeing yellow as the game 
' was stopped three or four times 
. when the referees handed out 
yellow cards for roughing 
penalties. John Pointek was im-
pressive once again in the net 
for IC. He recorded his fourth 
shutout in only seven games. 
This Tuesday, the team rolled 
over LeMoyne COilege in a rain-
shortened game. Scholten 
began the scoring only ten 
minutes into the game and the 
team went on to score six more 
goals in the first half for a 7-0 
lead. Fortunately for LeMoyne, a 
downpour in the second half 
ended the blowout earlier than. 
expected. 
The women's soccer team 
went 1-2 this past week to make 
the record now 4-2-1. The first 
game saw the Bombers lose a 
tough 1-0 decision to Division I 
rival Colgate. Another solid 
defensive effort by Ithaca was 
overshadowed by .an equally 
tough defensive unit from COi-
gate. Despite putting eight shots 
on goal, the Bombers were held 
scoreless for the first time this 
season. At Stony Brook on 
Saturday, IC was shutout in the 
same fashion by a 4-0 score. A 
tired defensive unit for Ithaca 
was unable to keep Stony Brook 
from scoring. Once again the 
Bombers out shot their op-
ponents 14-12, unfortunately, four 
of Stony Brook's 12 shots were 
for goals. 
The team got back on the win-
ning track Tuesday, by beating . 
Geneseo State 2-1. _ Last year 
Geneseo was· the only Division 
Ill team that IC lost to. Tuesday's 
game, however, was a different 
story. Midway through the first 
half, Michelle Frech continued 
her scoring ways as she con-
nected on a nice pass from 
freshman Tracey Deyle. Both 
teams had plenty of scoring op-
portunities in the first half, but IC 
goalie Donna Glitzer was able to 
shutdown the Geneseo offense 
every time. In the second half. 
Ithaca took a ~-0 lead when April 
Houghteling connected for her 
first goal of the season. Later in 
the second Geneseo scored to 
make the final score 2-1. It was 
only the second time this season 
. that IC gave up a goal in a winn-
ing cause. The team now will 
play at COmell next Monday and 
then will h~ve four straight home 
SlaffieS. 
. ....,, ......... -
MQUIWtl Nolan of tM lthat:a Coaq• womm's SO(:CO' team takes on two playmfrom du! Geneseo State UiDn last· 
1uaday in which tM Bomber's won 2-1. · 
~ t ' ' • ~ • • ~ 
